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CONSPIRACY”, “MISPRISION OF TREASON”, COMMON LAW TORT 
AND COMMON LAW TRESSPASS ON THE ABOVE TWO CASES  
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In the United States, coram nobis is the name generally employed to the 

court which tried the cause. See Tweed v. Lockton, 35 Del. 474, 167 A. 703, 705 

(1932); Ballentine's Law Dictionary, Coram Vobis, p1373. "Coram nobis is issued 

by the court in which the judgment assailed was rendered; while the writ of coram 

nobis is issued by a supervening court to a lower court in which the judgment was 

rendered." Roughton v. Brown, 53 N.C. 393 (1861). See also Teller v. Wetherell, 6 

Mich. 45 (1858).   

The “writ of error coram nobis” is strictly a common law writ and does not 

issue out of a court of chancery. Reid v. Strider, 7 Gratt. 76 (Va. 1850)-(or 48 Va. 

39). Hence, this Writ, which in traditional terminology means the case “before us, 

the king”, describing the “record and process” pertaining to “an error of fact not 

appearing and lies in the court which tried the case.”F

1
F Herein, this “Writ of Error 

Coram Nobis” is being brought by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied, 

acting in his private “sui juris” capacity as “Interested party plaintiff / Principal 

co-heir”, and also in the public’s interest, appearing now before this co-called 

“Court of Record” as a Private Attorney General.  

This action is being brought against members of the State BAR of Texas, 

which effectively, is functioning as an organized crime syndicate, for which there 

                                                            
1 Robinson, Edward. The Writs of Error Coram Nobis and Coram Vobis. 2 Duke 
Bar Journal (1951) pp.29-39 as located on 4/3/17 at:  
Hhttp://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1559&context=dljH  
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is ample evidence that it is operating under “fraud” and criminally under “color of 

law” as the so-called “Harris County Probate Court No. 1” and as the so-called 

“Texas Court of Appeals for the First District of Texas.”   

 
OVERVIEW: 

THE “JUDGMENT” (RENDERED 7/12/16) AND THE “MEMORANDUM 
OPINION(S)” ISSUED ON 3/3/16 AND 7/12/16 ARE HEREBY “VACATED” 

BECAUSE OF VARIOUS SUBSTANTIVE FORMS OF “FRAUD” AND 
GROSS OMISSIONS OF SIGNIFICANT FACTS IN THESE “RULINGS” 

 
Most courts, which today recognize the writ, require a sworn affidavit 

showing to a reasonable certainty error of fact resulting in the erroneous decision. 

In this case there is a record of at least four UNREBUTTED “sworn affidavits” 

and/or sworn “Criminal Complaints” being submitted to this Court of Record 

BEFORE the judgment was made; therefore there is much more than mere 

“reasonable” certainty that “error of facts” exists in the court record.  

There is, in fact, reasonable certainty that the “officers” of the Texas Court 

of Appeals for the First District have been acting in Treason and in a Seditious 

Conspiracy to Treason as “domestic terrorists” to deprive Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied of his rightful claims to justice as otherwise 

constitutionally guaranteed by the First Amendment by “access to the court” for 

meaningful “redress of grievances.” The purpose of this writ is not to authorize a 

court to review its opinion, but only to vacate some adjudication(s) made. Madden 

v. Ferguson, 182 Ill.App. 210 (1913).  
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In this case, the written “rulings” of the State of Michigan and the Sixth 

Circuit Court of Appeals have fraudulently denied constitutional Full Faith and 

Credit to the ruling of Harris County judge Joseph Guarino in 1979 issuing an 

“Order of the Court Dismissing the Cause” that included a “withdrawal of plea” a 

“dismissal of indictment” and a “set aside of judgment” for which the Texas 

Attorney General Dan Morales (DM-349) has asserted precludes a person in such 

of such an “Order...Dismissing the Cause” the ability to acquire a Texas 

governor’s full pardon by application to the Board of Pardons and Paroles for “lack 

of an object to pardon” (i.e., no “conviction” exists after receipt of such a “set 

aside” as the one received by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied in 

1979). For the full text of AG Morales’ Opinion (DM-349) see:  

Hhttps://www.texasattorneygeneral.gov/opinions/opinions/48morales/op/1995/ht

m/dm0349.htmH  

Yet, despite that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had 

received such “Order of the Court Dismissing the Cause” in 1979, he yet also 

obtained the Full Pardon of Governor Mark White in 1983, because the State of 

Texas’ Department of Public Safety had unlawfully failed to maintain 

updated “criminal history” records allowing Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied to qualify for and receive such a full pardon in 1983. It was 

because the Texas Department of Public Safety’s failure to maintain such records, 
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even after the Full Pardon in 1983, that a quarter-century later in 2003 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied would have his life ruined by the 

Michigan government and judiciary, as he struggled to fight against the STATE 

OF MICHIGAN’s persistent claim that a “conviction” still somehow existed a 

quarter century beyond his receiving both judicial and executive clemency in 

Texas. (Bold emphasis) 

Indeed, the judiciary for the STATE OF MICHIGAN and the federal District 

Court for the Eastern District of Michigan and the 6th Circuit Court of Appeals 

both fraudulently “found” a “conviction” to somehow “exist” two decades after 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had received that 1983 governor’s 

Full Pardon despite that Texas Attorney General John Cornyn’s Opinion No. JC- 

0396 had determined that the definition of “conviction” should NOT apply to 

anyone who has received “an adjudication of guilt or deferred adjudication” that 

has subsequently been “expunged” or “pardoned”. For the full text of John 

Cornyn’s Opinion (JC-0396), see: Hhttps://casetext.com/case/opinion-no-795H  and 

Hhttps://www.texasattorneygeneral.gov/opinions/opinions/49cornyn/op/2001/ht

m/jc0396.htmH  

Critical to what Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had 

submitted to the Texas Court of Appeals was a thorough address of attorney Robin 

Apostolakis’ argument that David Schied had a history of being a “frivolous filer”, 
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as determined by the judiciary of the so-called “State of Michigan” and the federal 

courts with jurisdiction over the regional district of Michigan that have both long 

been... 

a)  ...denying constitutional Full Faith and Credit to the judicial and executive 

clemency provided in documents by the STATE OF TEXAS,... 

b) ... and with Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied also proving that the 

STATE OF TEXAS has some culpability behind these wrongful actions by the 

STATE OF MICHIGAN,...  

c) ... and proving as well that the STATE OF TEXAS has some responsibility for 

addressing the resulting FACT that Michigan is unconstitutionally denying Full 

Faith and Credit to these clemency documents simply BECAUSE of the gross 

negligence and dereliction of duties of the STATE OF TEXAS, by its own 

proven failure to otherwise maintain updated and accurate “criminal history” 

records between 1979 and 2003.  

Yet the recent Texas Court of Appeals “judgment” and “memorandum 

opinion”, as written by “judicial usurper” Russell Lloyd, does nothing to address 

this ongoing gross “miscarriage of justice” as noticed upon this Court. Certainly, 

the repeated deprivation of rights of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied by others does not make him a “frivolous filer” as asserted by Texas 

BAR attorney Robin Apostolakis, on her own behalf as well as on behalf of 
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her named co-appellee Jeanette Smith. What it makes is for increasing 

amounts of Evidence of criminal cover-ups of Treason by usurpers of “the 

People’s” power and authority.   

On the other hand, the two “Memorandum Opinion(s)” – of which one was 

identified as written by “judicial usurper” Russell Lloyd and the other remaining 

undisclosed as to its author – FRAUDULENTLY imply that despite his Master’s 

degree, his many years of post-graduate research experience, and his long track 

record of legal filings in state and federal courts, that Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied is also an incompetent writer and/or “filer” of legal 

briefs. The problem with that assessment however is the FACT that the rulings(s) 

constructed by the “unknown” CRIMINAL assailant, and Russell Lloyd as 

another CRIMINAL assailant, are clearly and intentionally constructed with 

gross factual “omissions” and procedural elements that serve the sole purpose 

of once again depriving Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied of his 

substantive rights as a litigant, while supplying a secondary level of cover-up 

for predicate level crimes against him.    

Moreover, the same batch of Evidence supports the basis for the claims 

being made herein under the Laws of Commerce. These claims are being levied 

forthwith against the probate “judge” (Loyd Wright), the three Texas Court of 

Appeals “justices” (Russell Lloyd, Jane Bland, and Harvey Brown) and the two 
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“clerk(s) of the court” (Stan Stanart and Christopher Prine), against the named 

“attorneys” (David Munson and Robin Apostolakis) operating individually and 

severally along with the others in their respective law firms (and for Robin 

Apostolakis the records show that she was acting on behalf of two separate law 

firms while involved in this case) as all being common representative members of 

the same “State BAR of Texas.”  

Similarly, the Statements and Evidence presented herein serve as accounting 

“Ledger of Damages” for the “Claims in Commerce” being also levied herein 

against the “Harris County Probate Court” and the “Texas Court of Appeals”, 

which thus far have each acted with CRIMINAL CONTEMPT in response to the 

calls to perform according to their fiduciary duties in response to sworn Affidavits, 

Criminal Complaints, and other notices detailing that for more than a decade and a 

half now, harm continues to be deeply inflicted by the dereliction, gross 

negligence and malfeasance of these and other agencies of the so-called 

“government”; by their refusal to address the unconstitutional Full Faith and 

Credit violations by the STATE OF MICHIGAN against Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied and against the People of the STATE OF TEXAS.  

In short, the clear Evidence shows that for the previous at least twenty-one 

(21) months, public taxpayers have been paying for a sham operation of domestic 

terrorists passing themselves off as legitimate local and state “court officers”, 
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while Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied, acting also now as a Private 

Attorney General, is looking out for the public’s interests as well as his own 

interest in the claims he has submitted in UNREBUTTED SWORN AND 

NOTARIZED AFFIDAVITS to this case. Hence, he contends that there is just 

cause for this instant “Writ of Error Coram Nobis.”  

 
WHAT FOLLOWS IS A LISTING OF THE SPECIFIC ELEMENTS OF 

INTENTIONAL FRAUD FOUND IN THE TWO “MEMORANDUM 
OPINION(S)” ISSUED BY THE TEXAS COURT OF APPEALS 

 
Notably, the entirety of what the first UNSIGNED and FRAUDULENT 

“Memorandum Opinion” DENIED as a “Motion for Bond Surrender; for Victims’ 

Relief Under 18 U.S.C. § 3771 and 81 (sic) U.S.C. § 4; and for Other Declaratory 

Relief,” which the Texas Court of Appeals have “filed as a ‘petition for writ of 

mandamus’” was DENIED without address of the details of that particular filing of 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied.  

Actually, the FRAUD of the Texas Court of Appeals, relative to the above-

cited “Motion for Bond Surrender...and for Other Declaratory Relief” began with 

the titling of that document itself. In reality, the Texas Court of Appeals cherry 

picked only about a third of the actual words used in that filing by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied. The actual title of that filing was captioned as 

follows and as shown by copy of that actual document that was time-stamped by 

the Texas Court of Appeals: 
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In fact, the above-referenced filing, which was 

fraudulently referenced as a “Motion for Bond 

Surrender... and for Declaratory Relief” was 

DISMISSED altogether by the Texas Court of 

Appeals with only four words, “We deny the 

petition.” 

 

What follows herein therefore, is an examination of the exact nature of the 

FRAUD perpetrated by the named “agents” of the First District Court of Appeals 

for illustrious STATE OF TEXAS. 

 
There Were Numerous Fraudulent Elements Contained in the  

“Memorandum Opinion” Issued on 3/3/16 and pertaining to  
Texas COA Case No. 01-16-00052-CV 

  
The significance of the above-referenced “Ex-Parte Writ of Error...”, as well 

as the fraud used by Russell Lloyd and his cohorts of other “judicial usurpers”, 

cannot be understated given that the second fraudulent “Memorandum Opinion”, 

which was constructed but not signed by Lloyd, continually justified the upholding 

of the lower trial court ruling against Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied by referencing the very “court record” that Mr. Schied had repeatedly 

established was erroneous, and was being fraudulently maintained by the court 

clerk(s) “in violation of Texas Government Code 51.204 and [Texas Rules of 
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Appellate Procedure] TRAP 34.5”. This “clerk” Stanart did knowing that his 

actions would prejudice this case against Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied; and to provide an intentionally constructed means by which his “peer 

group” of these Court of Appeals “agents” could inevitably manipulate the 

contents of these erroneous records so as to deny Mr. Schied substantive due 

process and meaningful access to the Court under color of law and procedure, 

while blaming Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied for the results of 

these devious actions by these Texas “government” usurpers. (Bold emphasis 

added) 

The actual 30-page “pleading” of the “Ex-Parte Writ of Error”, inclusive of 

nine (9) additional pages consisting originally of a proper “Table of Contents,” a 

table of “Authorities Cited,” and “Cases Related to Public Dissemination of 

Nonpublic Texas Clemency Documents, As Left Unresolved Except By State And 

Federal ‘Fraud Upon The Court”, which was submitted under a “Sworn 

Declaration of Truth”, is located publicly on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmendApp
eal/011916_WritofErroronClerk&Mot2Remove&Madamus4Relief.pdfH  
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 The “Table of Contents” of that Texas Court of Appeals filing by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied is reflected as follows in graphic 

snapshots: 

 

 

                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The “Authorities Cited” and the “Cases Related to Public Dissemination of 

Nonpublic Texas Clemency Documents, As Left Unresolved Except By State And 

Federal ‘Fraud Upon The Court” of that Texas Court of Appeals filing by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied are reflected as follows below in 

graphic snapshots:  
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As matters of significant importance, the “Ex-Parte Writ of Error...” 

included the following as separate items in need of address by the Texas Court of 

Appeals “justices” as shown by the “Certificate of Service” time-stamped by 

Christopher Prine as the “court clerk” on 1/21/16:  
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1) “Ex-Parte Writ of Error”; 

2) “Motion to Remove Clerk(s)”; 

3) “’Motion to Correct the Record’ Against Texas Court of Appeals Clerk 
Christopher Prine’s and Harris County Clerk Stan Stanart’s Gross Violations 
of Oath and Bond in Deliberate Maintaining Erroneous Court Records in 
Violation of Texas Government Code 51.204 and TRAP 34.5”; 
 

4) “Motion to Grant Appeal by Default on Appellee’s Failure to Timely File a 
Brief in Response to Appeal”;  

 
5) “Mandamus for Bond Surrender; for Victims’ Relief Under 18 U.S.C. § 3771 

and 18 U.S.C. § 4; and for Other Declaratory Relief’ by way of ‘Errors and 
Omissions,’ Malfeasance, and Other ‘Risk Management’ Insurance Coverage 
Information”  

 

           

Equally important is the FACT that time-stamped “Certificate of Service” 

shown as dated on 1/19/16 and time-stamped by the COA “clerk” Christopher 

Prine as “filed” on 1/21/16, included reference to “Exhibit D” being a “Transcript 
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of Recorded Phone Conversation Between Appellant David Schied and State of 

Texas’ First Court of Appeals Clerk Christopher Prine on 12/1/15”.  

The above-referenced transcript of the phone conversation between 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied and Clerk Christopher Prine on 

12/1/15 is located on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmendApp
eal/Exhibits/Ex_D_TranscriptofPhone120115callwithPrine_all.pdf 
 

Clearly, the Texas Court of Appeals did NOT want to accept the above-

referenced transcript of a recorded conversation conducted between their court 

clerk and Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied.  

Similarly, they repeatedly ignored a transcript that Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied had repeatedly proffered and sent to the Texas 

Court of Appeals to replace the transcript that the lower Probate Court Stan Stanart 

continually declined to furnish to the higher court, despite being Mr. Schied 

repeatedly requesting that it was to be furnish.  

Essentially, there were two phone conversations with the “agents” of the 

lower Harris County Probate Court that were recorded by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied. The first was a formal “phone hearing” conducted 

on 12/19/14 in response to an “Emergency Motion” filed by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied in which the agent for the “STATE OF TEXAS” 
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and the Harris County probate court was “judge” Loyd Wright. The second 

conversation was a full year later on 12/1/15 when Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied was still trying to dealing with the dereliction and 

obstinacy of the Texas Court of Appeals “clerk” Christopher Prine on numerous 

motions Mr. Schied had filed for correcting the lower “probate/trial” court record 

and to have the official court transcript of that 12/19/14 “Emergency Motion” 

hearing furnished to Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied as well as to 

the higher court for review while “on appeal.”   

 The reason for lower “probate court” refusing to provide Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied and the higher Court with a requested copy of the 

“trial court’s” own transcript of that 12/19/14 lower court proceeding, was because 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied was claiming (in 2015 and 2016) 

that transcript provided “prima facie” Evidence that the lower court “judge” 

Loyd Wright had subsequently ruled against his own earlier 

acknowledgements at the 12/19/17 hearing, proving that the entire lower court 

“proceedings” were constructed as a “sham” by a “kangaroo” court, to 

intentionally deprive Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied of his 

constitutionally protected rights to due process, while acting merely under 

color of law. (Bold emphasis) 
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As a matter of significance, the Texas COA did not want to acknowledge 

and accept the above-referenced transcript, as constructed from an audio recording 

created by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied to memorialize the event 

of the 12/19/14 hearing despite that Mr. Schied had submitted his transcript along 

with a formal “Affidavit of Truth” that effectually “authenticat[ed] [the] accuracy 

of [the] audio transcript, crime report, and other documents proving ‘domestic 

terrorism’ being carried out throughout the court system operating in the State of 

Texas.”  

See the cover page for this above-referenced “Affidavit of Truth” as time-

stamped by the Court of Appeals “clerk” Christopher Prine on 12/23/15 as located 

on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmendApp
eal/Exhibits/Ex_B_MemoAtLawAffidTruthCrimRptCertSvc.pdfH  
 

See the entirety of the content of the above-referenced “Affidavit of Truth” 

(as also time-stamped on 12/23/15), as located on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/MyResp2Mot2Dismiss&BriefSupp&CrimeReport/Time-
StampedCOADownload&MyTime-
StampedCopies/AffidofTruthonDomesticTerrorism122315inDocket.pdf H  
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 Note that the above-referenced link includes on the final page (p.98 of 98 

pages) of the .PDF download, was captioned, “Statement in Report of State and 

Federal Crimes (CRIME REPORT)” that was “sworn and subscribed to” on 

12/18/15 before a Michigan notary public. As any reasonable Internet search will 

show, the “form” used for submitting this “Crime Report” was constructed with the 

plain language usage standard for formal documents otherwise honored by the 

State of Texas on “official” documents. Yet it was not honored by either of the 

“Memorandum Opinion(s)” issued by the criminals operating as the “TEXAS 

COURT OF APPEALS”.  

 
The UNSIGNED “Memorandum Opinion” Authorized by the “Panel” of All 

Three “Justices” of Lloyd, Bland, and Brown on 3/3/16 Overlooked the FACT 
That a Crime Report Had Been Pending in the Texas Court of Appeals 

 
Not only did the named Texas “justices” and the “clerk of the court” 

disregard the above-referenced “Crime Report”, so too did all of the local Texas 

and federal law enforcement officials to whom these crimes were reported, despite 

that the “Crime Report” was sent out via email delivery to a plethora of fiduciary 

“government” functionaries named as:  

1) Harris County District Attorney, Devon Anderson; 

2) Harris County Sheriff, Ron Hickman; 

3) Texas Attorney General, Ken Paxton; 

4) Office of the FBI in Houston, Texas; 
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5) Office of the FBI in Washington, D.C.; 

6) Supervisory Special Agent David Porter at the Office of the FBI in 

Detroit, Michigan; 

7) Office of the United States Marshals 

The 5-page “cover letter”, dated 12/21/15 and addressed to all of the above-

referenced individuals, has been publicly posted on the Internet for over a full year 

as still located, as of the date of this writing, at:   

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/MyResp2Mot2Dismiss&BriefSupp&CrimeReport/CrimeRep
orttoTX&USLawEnforcers.pdfH    
 

The proof of proper emailing the above-referenced “Crime Report” to the 

above-referenced recipients along with the above-reference 5-page “cover letter” 

has also been publicly posted on the Internet for over a full year and still can be 

found, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/MyResp2Mot2Dismiss&BriefSupp&CrimeReport/Formal%
20Crime%20Reports%20to%20State%20and%20Federal%20law%20enforc
ement%20agencies.pdfH   
 

Importantly, instead of acknowledging that blatantly disregarding the report 

and evidence of crimes constitutes “Misprision of Felony” as dictated by 18 U.S.C. 

§ 4, the author of the “Memorandum Opinion” dated on 3/3/16 for Case No. 01-

16-00052-CV covered up for this CRIME by wrongly citing the U.S. Code as 
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“81 U.S.C. § 4” on the cover page of that document containing the four-word 

“dismissal” of this crime report as “[W]e deny the petition” without further address 

of the significance of that document. Note that as of the date of this writing, this 

“Memorandum Opinion” dated on 3/3/16 for Case No. 01-16-00052-CV, being 

captioned as the case of “In Re David Schied” and referenced as a “petition for a 

writ of mandamus” is found publicly posted on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/TXCOAfraudrulings/030316_FraudMemorandOpinion-
1-unknownauthor.pdf 
  

Notably, the “official” court transcript of that 12/19/14, which was time-

stamped as filed by Christopher Prine in the Texas Court of Appeals on 7/6/15 and 

served to replace the one submitted to the Texas COA by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied, is also publicly posted on the Internet as located, as 

of the date of this writing, at the following web-link: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/SupportDocs/121914_EmergHearingXscript-
OfficialbyCOAPrine.pdfH   
 

Equally important is the FACT that the above-referenced “Crime 

Report”, “12/19/15 Hearing Transcript”, and other Evidence referenced by the 

“Affidavit of Truth” that was time-stamped and admitted into the “appellant” 
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record for what footnote of the 3/3/16 “Memorandum Opinion” depicted as 

“[t]he underlying proceeding [being] ‘In the Estate of Michael Edward Schied, 

Deceased, Case No. 434875’...” were INEXTRICABLY INTERTWINED, not 

only in establishing the basis for the underlying “appeal” of the “ruling” of 

“dismissal” by the lower “Probate Court No. 1 of Harris County, Texas, the 

[Dishonorable] Loyd Wright presiding” 
F

2
F, but ultimately in showing the 

“patterns and practices” of corrupt criminal racketeering behavior at play 

between the upper and lower Texas “courts,” their “judges and justices,” and 

their respective “clerks of the court.”  

Those patterns and practices are further elaborated upon in the subsequent 

pages herein, beginning with the FACT that “clerk” Prine and the “justices” 

separated out the “Affidavit of Truth”, the “Crime Report”, and other authenticated 

documents such as the “transcript” that were submitted in the “appeal”, while 

cherry-picking what documents they would re-classify as being in any way 

connected with the “appeal brief”; while otherwise renaming and 

mischaracterizing a restricted number of those documents “filed” by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied as a mere “petition for writ of 

mandamus”. 

                                                            
2 See again the cover page for the 3/3/16 “Memorandum Opinion” published 
without author and “per curiam” indicating that it was published by “unanimous 
decision” of the “tribunal panel” of Lloyd, Bland, and Brown.  
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Therefore, as provided by the Evidence of the above, as well as additional 

Evidence available on “the record,” the “Judgment” (rendered 7/12/16) and the 

“Memorandum Opinion” issued on 3/3/16 are hereby “vacated” because of various 

substantive forms of “fraud” and gross omissions of the above-referenced 

significant facts in these “rulings”.  

The fraudulent “Judgment” rendered on 7/12/16, as Evidence of 

CRIMINAL conduct by Texas COA judicial usurpers Russell Lloyd, Jane 

Bland, and Harvey Brown, is located on the Internet as of the date of this 

writing at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/TXCOAfraudrulings/071216_FraudJudgment-
UnsignedbyBlandBrownLloyd.pdf 
 

 
There Were Fraudulent Elements Contained in the “ORDER” Issued by 

“judicial usurper” Russell Lloyd, acting individually, on 3/1/16 and pertaining 
to Texas COA Case No. 01-16-00466-CV 

 
 The “court record” for “Appellate  case number: 01-15-00466-CV” should 

reflect an “ORDER” issued by Russell Lloyd, in his individual capacity, which 

effectively “DENIED” the purported “motion” filed by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied captioned as, according to Lloyd, “Appellant’s Ex-

Parte Writ of Error, Motion to Remove Clerk(s) (§ 51.203)” and accompanying 

“Motion to Correct the Record”. Notably, Lloyd furnished no reasoning 
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whatsoever to support his outright “denial” of these important items and their 

related Evidence relative to the case. When considering the Statements and 

Evidence inherent within those documents however, it is clear that Lloyd’s 

“reasoning” was to criminally cover-up the treasonous acts of his fellow State 

BAR of Texas members as attorneys and the lower probate court “judge” in Harris 

County by the name of Loyd Wright.  

Incidentally, the “Order” published by Russell Lloyd, purportedly “acting 

individually” which was dated on 3/1/16, is posted publicly on the Internet, as of 

the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/TXCOAfraudrulings/030116_FraudOrderofRussellLloy
d.pdf 
 

As an incriminating “point of fact” when listing these items filed by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied, the alleged “domestic terrorist” – 

Russell Lloyd – intentionally withheld from the “official” ruling, the true name of 

the so-called “Motion to Correct the Record” which was otherwise significantly 

time-stamped as “filed” – as portrayed graphically above in this instant “Writ of 

Error Coram Nobis...” – with the captioning as follows: 

“’Motion to Correct the Record’ Against Texas Court of Appeals Clerk 
Christopher Prine’s and Harris County Clerk Stan Stanart’s Gross Violations 
of Oath and Bond in Deliberate Maintaining Erroneous Court Records in 
Violation of Texas Government Code 51.204 and TRAP 34.5” 
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Actually, all of the actions related to the above-referenced “motion” that 

was time-stamped by the Texas COA “clerk” Christopher Prine as “filed” by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied on 1/21/15 were, again, 

“inextricably intertwined”, meaning that each “cause” and “action item” listed 

in the filing built upon, supported, and gave meaning to one another.  (Bold 

emphasis) The “pattern and practice” used by the alleged “domestic terrorist” 

Russell Lloyd was to separate out each of these items and then to summarily 

dismiss them without any stated reasoning whatsoever; but simply by the 

unconstitutional abuse of his own corrupt “discretion”.   

The actual basis and stated “reasoning” for Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied having filed these “causes of action” to begin with is best depicted 

by incorporating the content of those sections of that filing herein, as cited below 

in graphic excerpts directly from that filing.  

 

 

 

 

(See the graphic images of the relevant pages of that previous Texas COA filing by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied beginning on the next page) 
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In short, the above previous filing(s) of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied into the hands of the so-called “clerk” Christopher Prine and the so-

called “justices” of the so-called “Texas Court of Appeals”, which were grossly 

misrepresented, and portrayed fraudulently with “gross errors and omissions” as 

matters of official public record, provide Evidence of the following in summary, as 

fully supported by the Evidence herein and about that “official court record”.  

 
“Judicial Imposter” Russell Lloyd Intentionally Disregarded the FACT That 

the Lower Court Record Was Chock Full of Evidence of Grievant/Crime 
Victim/Claimant David Schied Having Enjoined and Served All of the Named 

Co-Defendants With the Full Scope of His Complaint Against Each, While 
Also Timely Addressing the Lower Court “Judicial Imposter” Loyd Wright’s 
Actions of Criminal Deprivation of Rights Under Color of Law and Robbing 
Mr. Schied of His First Amendment Guarantee to “Access the Court” by the 

Pattern and Practice of Using “Procedure Over Substance” 
  

On 3/18/15, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied filed an 

“Interlocutory Appeal...”, what might be classified as a “stop-hold” on any future 

proceedings on the case and a “request for post judgment relief from the trial 

court,” something that judicial usurper Russell Lloyd falsely claimed in his 

unsigned “Memorandum Opinion” dated 7/12/16 that did not happen. F

3
F This 

“request for post-judgment relief” was actually written by Grievant/Crime 

                                                            
3 See page 3 of Lloyd’s, Bland’s and Brown’s “Memorandum Opinion” dated 
7/12/16 as purportedly published by Lloyd, which states “On April 8, 2015, the 
probate court granted Merritt’s no-evidence motion for summary judgment.....The 
record reflects that appellant did not file a motion for new trial or request any 
post-judgment relief from the trial court.”  
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Victim/Claimant David Schied on the very day that had been scheduled for a “final 

disposition” hearing on a “no-evidence” motion filed by Merrick, being on 3/12/15.  

The location on the Internet where that “Interlocutory Appeal” is to be 

found, as of the date of this writing, is at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/HarrisCounty
ProbateCourt1/InterlocutoryAppeal/InterlocutoryAppeal.pdfH  
 

The actual title of that “Interlocutory Appeal” filing in the lower probate 

court appeared as follows on the face of the above-referenced document: 

“Motion for Waiver of Fees and Costs on This Instant Filing and Motion for 
Interlocutory Appeal on Questions of Law Pertaining to Actions of Harris County 
Probate Court Judge Loyd Wright and his ‘Agents’ Against Interested Party 
Plaintiff/Co-Heir David Schied in Diversity Case With Evidence of Denial of 
Court Access and the Appearance of Prejudicial Bias and Due Process Violations 
Against ‘Pauperis’ Litigant Without Attorney” 

  
The Internet address where the time-stamped “Certificate of Service” for 

“filing” of the Interlocutory Appeal to the Harris County “Probate Court No. 1” on 

3/18/15 is found, as of the date of this writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/HarrisCounty
ProbateCourt1/InterlocutoryAppeal/DownloadTimestampedCertofServicefor
InterlocAppeal.pdfH  
 

As explained in the “Interlocutory Appeal...”, Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied was filing it because all of the Defendants and the 

lower probate court “judicial usurper” Loyd Wright had altogether disregarded the 

FACT that, in filing his “no-evidence” motion for summary disposition hearing on 
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behalf of Defendant(s), attorney David Munson never properly served Mr. 

Schied with the motion for that hearing. As pointed out by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied in his “Interlocutory Appeal...”, this had been a 

“pattern and practice” of attorney Munson since the onset of Munson filing his 

“Answer” and “Amended Answer” to Mr. Schied’s initial filing at the onset of this 

case. This was a practice that Mr. Schied had also pointed out was in violation of 

the Harris County Local Rules of District Courts Concerning the Electronic Filing 

of Court Documents, which maintain that, “Documents may be electronically 

served upon a party ONLY where that party has agreed, in writing to receive 

electronic service in that case;” and which also maintain, “The agreement must 

be filed with the court and the form must be served on all other parties.” (Bold 

emphasis added) 

The above, from the time of his filing this “Interlocutory Appeal...” in the 

lower “trial” court and continuing throughout the entire appeal process in the 

higher Texas Court of Appeals, was a central focus for Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied. The cause for that focus was based upon the 

FACT that certain cooperative actions being carried out between the “clerk of 

the ‘trial’ court” Stan Stanart, Defendant Michael Merritt’s BAR attorney 

David Munson, Munson’s fellow BAR members, attorney Robin Apostolakis 

and “’trial’ court judge” Loyd Wright, and Wright’s own staff of “clerks”, 
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were all having a substantive effect of prejudicing Mr. Schied’s position and 

case, simply because he was a pauper attempting to litigate the matter without 

an attorney while domiciled in Michigan.  (Bold emphasis added) 

Both the records of the lower “trial” court and the Texas Court of Appeals 

are chock full of Evidence that Mr. Schied had been making a big issue of not 

being properly “served” by the Defendant(s) in accordance with “Harris County 

Local Rules of District Courts Concerning the Electronic Filing of Court 

Documents”. Yet, after an “emergency hearing” that was held on 12/19/14, Mr. 

Schied was compelled to file an entirely new “Counter-Complaint.../ ‘Joinder 

Complaint’...” to replace his original filing of “Complaint and Brief...and Motion 

for Order to Show Cause...” that the lower court judicial usurper Loyd Wright had, 

at that 12/19/14 TELEPHONE hearing with Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied in attendance, fraudulently relegated to a status of a simple “Answer” 

in opposition to Michael Merritt’s initial filing of “Application to Probate Will and 

for Letters Testimony”. Importantly, this was a hearing at which point 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied was requesting a “Default 

Judgment” in his favor based upon the “Defendant” Merritt failing to answer 

that original “Complaint and Brief...and Motion for Order to Show Cause...” 

through his attorney, Munson, in accordance with the “Harris County Local 
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Rules of District Courts Concerning the Electronic Filing of Court Documents.”  

(Bold emphasis added) 

The location on the Internet where the above-referenced ORIGINAL 

“Complaint and Brief...and Motion for Order to Show Cause...” can be found as 

filed along with fully 19 itemized articles of supporting Evidence, is at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/HarrisCounty
ProbateCourt1/FirstFilingComplaintinOpposition/ 
 

The location on the Internet where the audio recording of that 12/19/14 

hearing is to be found, as recorded by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied in the presence of witness Cornell Squires at Mr. Schied’s home in 

Michigan, is at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/121914_Emer
gencyMotHearing/121914Hearing.wav 
 

The transcript of the above-referenced recording of that 12/19/14 Texas 

“probate court emergency hearing” motioned by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied, as attested to accuracy and truthfulness by Mr. Schied who recorded 

that hearing from his home, is located on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, 

at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/DSchiedFiling
ofResponse&Exhibits/Exhibits/Ex_7_TranscriptofHearing121914.pdf H  
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In addition to the sworn and notarized Affidavit (certifying the legitimacy 

and accuracy of the transcripts created from the audio recording referenced above) 

of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied, which was signed and notarized 

on 4/30/15 before being submitted to the lower probate court and to the Texas 

Court of Appeals (four months later about the date of 8/15/15), each along with a 

request for a “correction of the lower court Record”, there was yet another formal 

“Affidavit” of history of the case that was submitted to the Texas Court of Appeals, 

which was also signed and notarized on 4/30/15. 

 The first sworn and notarized Affidavit (certifying the legitimacy and 

accuracy of the transcripts created from the audio recording referenced above) is 

found publicly posted on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/DSchiedFiling
ofResponse&Exhibits/Exhibits/Ex_8_043015_AffidavitinSupportofTranscript
&Proceedings.pdf 
 

The second sworn and notarized Affidavit (certifying the “history of the 

case” as well as the legitimacy and accuracy of the transcripts created from the 

audio recording referenced above) is found publicly posted on the Internet, as of 

the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
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ppeals4District1/Attempt2CorrectLowerCourtRecords/Motion2CorrectRecor
d/Ex_B_AffidavitofHistory.pdf 

 
The third “Affidavit of Truth” was time-stamped on 12/23/15, which was 

sworn to “under penalty of perjury”, was addressed to the Texas Court of Appeals 

in accompaniment of other documents in responsive “answer” to attorney Robin 

Apostolakis’ “Motion to Dismiss” Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s 

appeal of “judge” Loyd Wright’s second unlawful dismissal of Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied’s second filing of “Counter-Complaint and/or 

Cross-Complaint....and Formal ‘Joinder’...” The full captioning of that “Affidavit 

of Truth” is detailed as follows:  

“Affidavit of Truth Authenticating Audio Transcript, Crime Report, and Other 
Documents Proving ‘Domestic Terrorism’ Being Carried Out Throughout the 
Court System Operating in the State of Texas”             (Bold emphasis) 
 
This third “Affidavit of Truth...” named above is found on the Internet, as of 

the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/MyResp2Mot2Dismiss&BriefSupp&CrimeReport/Time-
StampedCOADownload&MyTime-
StampedCopies/AffidofTruthonDomesticTerrorism122315inDocket.pdf 
 

As indicated above, both the lower (“probate/trial”) court and the Texas 

“Court of Appeals” were both put on notice that, by the time the case was heading 

to the COA “on appeal”, the lower court record itself was chock full of “errors” 

that needed correcting. This was significant to Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 
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David Schied because the errors demonstrated a disparity of treatment by 

“the court” and all of its various “agents” ranging from the “clerk” Stan 

Stanart to the “judge” Loyd Wright and their numerous subordinate 

administrative clerks and/or administrative case managers. (Bold emphasis 

added) 

The disparity of treatment demonstrated more than “the appearance” of 

preferential treatment toward the BAR attorneys David Munson and Robin 

Apostolakis and their respective clients. It demonstrated a distinct bias against 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied as a “pauperis” and “out-of-state” 

litigant without the money or the inclination to pay a fellow BAR attorney to 

handle this matter in Texas that, by the admission of Loyd Wright himself “on the 

record” during the telephoned “emergency hearing” on 12/19/15, might otherwise 

qualify as a simple “muniment of title” proceeding rather than a full-blown lawsuit 

leading to a jury trial. The problem was that Wright was allowing that choice to be 

up to the discretion of the “Defendant” Michael Merritt and his attorney, Merritt’s 

co-Defendant David Munson, as the first of two appointed “executors” named by 

“the Deceased” to manage the distribution of property allocated by the decedent’s 

Will.  

Many of the actions that both gave the appearance of prejudicial treatment in 

favor of the BAR attorneys and against Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 
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Schied pertained to the filing of records and the “service” of process on those 

“filed” documents, whether by mail or by electronic filing; and whether the process 

used was according to the “letter” and “spirit” of the laws and “rules” of “filing” 

and “serving” procedure, given the distinction of status between the litigants (i.e., 

those in state “represented” by BAR attorneys, and Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied “presenting” himself to the court(s) from his home 

in Michigan.  

The “Notice of Incorrect Record...” that was filed in the Texas Court of 

Appeals is located on the Internet, as dated 8/5/15, is located in its entirety on the 

Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/Attempt2CorrectLowerCourtRecords/Motion2CorrectRecor
d/AllCovr&BriefofMotion2AddNames.pdf 
 

The above “Notice of Incorrect Record...” was necessarily filed along with 

an accompanying “Petition for Designation of Additional Items and for Correcting 

Dates of ‘Filing’ and Document Captions”, which is found in its entirety on the 

Internet at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/Attempt2CorrectLowerCourtRecords/Mot4AddItem&Corre
ctdates/Covr&BriefonMotion2AddItem&CorrectDates.pdfH  
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Furthering the disparity between how the judicial usurper Loyd Wright’s 

fellow BAR attorneys were being treated in-state and how Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied was being treated out-of-state by BOTH the lower 

and higher “courts” pertained to the scheduling of the “no-evidence motion” and 

“hearing” that was used by “judge” Wright to inevitably dismiss the second 

“Complaint...” (i.e., the “Counter-Complaint and/or Cross-Complaint....and 

Formal ‘Joinder’...”) that was proven as having been adequately “served” by a 

3rd party upon all of the named co-Defendant/Appellees appearing in the 

captioning of this instant “Writ of Error Coram Nobis” but significantly ignored 

altogether in the lower court proceedings by both attorneys, Munson and 

Apostolakis, and the so-called “judge” Wright. (Bold emphasis added) 

 
 

The Texas Court Appeals Tribunal of Russell Lloyd, Jane Bland, and Harvey 
Brown Having Intentionally Disregarded the Criminal Methodology Used  

by Probate Court No. 1 “judge” Loyd Wright – to Conduct an  
“Emergency Hearing” on 12/19/14 So As To DENY Legitimacy to All Filings 

by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied – Constitutes  
“Misprision of Felony”, “Misprision of Treason”, “Aiding and Abetting” in the 

“Obstruction of Justice”, and “Domestic Terrorism” as All Are Defined by  
the United States Congress  

 
Importantly, among other significant issues being addressed by that 

12/19/14 “Emergency Hearing” motioned by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied was the FACT that on that date (12/19/14) the so-called “judge” 

Loyd Wright established “on the record” that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 
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David Schied did “NOT want to be served by e-mail at all”, because Mr. Schied 

wished to exercise such right in accordance with the above-referenced “Harris 

County Local Court Rules...Concerning the Electronic Filing of Court 

Documents”. Just prior to Mr. Schied making that assertion in answer to Loyd’s 

questioning him about his wishes, Loyd Wright himself had previously asserted on 

the record that the “bottom line” for him as judge was in just simply “know[ing] 

that [a litigant] ha[s] gotten something so that [litigant] can respond to it and that 

[litigant will] know what’s going on...” (Bold emphasis added) 

Notably, in the months that followed however, Wright – who was then 

followed a year later by Russell Lloyd – turned around and disregarded the 

FACT that Evidence was abundant that the Probate Court and all of the 

named co-Defendants in this case were all “served” by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied from out-of-state in Michigan by a 3rd party 

with an entirely new “Counter-Complaint and/or Cross-Complaint....and 

Formal ‘Joinder’...” in January 2015, with Texas COA judicial usurper Russell 

Lloyd setting forth the reason as being because – procedurally – a proper 

“citation” had not issued BY THE PROBATE COURT “CLERK” in 

accordance with the “Rules of Procedure” on that filing prior to being 

“served” by a third party from Michigan.  (Bold emphasis) 
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Also, crucial throughout the appeal process was the FACT that 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied was also pointing out that, because 

judicial usurper Loyd Wright had, at that very same 12/19/14 hearing, determined 

that he would treat Mr. Schied’s initial filing of the ORIGINAL “Complaint and 

Brief...and Motion for Order to Show Cause...” as nothing more than an “Answer” 

by Mr. Schied – which he said would serve as nothing more than a mere objection 

to Defendant Merritt’s “Application to Probate Will and for Letters Testimony” –  

while stating that day “on the record” that because of Mr. Schied’s “answer” did 

not constitute an initial filing of a new “complaint” or “counter-complaint”, he 

would be DENYING “everything [Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied] had filed up to that point”, including Mr. Schied’s “Motion for Default 

Judgment...” despite Defendant Merritt’s failure to adequately or timely 

“answer” Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s original “Complaint 

and Brief...and Motion for Order to Show Cause...” prior to Mr. Schied “filing” 

his “Motion for Default Judgment...” F

4
F Note that Grievant/Crime 

                                                            
4 The issue of the timeliness and exact date of “service” to “the court” was a 
critical issue in the “dismissal” of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 
Schied’s “Motion for Default Judgment...” as filed on 12/18/14 because David 
Munson received his package before the probate court clerk could time-stamp 
their receipt of the filing, and Munson was thus able to use the electronic filing 
system to submit a single-page “Answer” and “Amended Answer” to the 
“unanswered” ORIGINAL “Complaint...” before the clerks of the probate 
court employed by Stan Stanart could process the incoming Motion for 
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Victim/Claimant David Schied’s “Motion for Default Judgment...”, which was 

dated as mailed on 12/8/14 and thus “served” on that date, was nevertheless not 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
Default Judgment...” sent to the court by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 
David Schied by mail.  

Importantly, during the “Emergency Hearing” the judicial usurper 
Loyd Wright addressed that issue in tongue-in-cheek fashion, giving credit to 
his BAR attorney cohort for utilizing his own timely “electronic filing” 
advantage to the benefit of his client. As such, Wright did NOT act in the 
interest of “justice” in the matter because it was clear that the single-page 
“Answer” or “Amended Answer” was completely inadequate to address the 
content of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s ORIGINAL 
“Complaint...and Motion for Order to Show Cause....” that was submitted with 
19 articles of Evidence showing the substantive dereliction of Defendant 
Michael Merritt as “executor” of the Michael Edward Schied estate in 
distributing the bulk of “the Deceased” property PRIOR TO filing his initial 
“Application to Probate Will and for Letters Testimony”.  

Similarly, the documents filed by Mr. Schied showed that Janette Renee  
Smith and her attorney Robin Apostolakis were of the position that the “Will” 
of “the Deceased” was “invalid” and altogether “unenforceable” AFTER 
Smith and Merritt had ransacked the home of Michael Edward Schied and 
already taken out valued items mentioned in the “Will”. Note that a copy of 
Apostolakis’ FRAUDULENT letter is found on the Internet, as of the date of 
this writing, at:  
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/DSchiedFiling
ofResponse&Exhibits/Exhibits/Ex_2_LetrfromRobinAof091114.pdfH  

Instead, “judge” Wright ruled to render all of Grievant/Crime 
Victim/Claimant David Schied’s filings as a legal nullity as an “Original 
Complaint” and DENYING altogether – without proper litigation – Mr. 
Schied’s “Motion for Show Cause...” accompanying that ORIGINAL 
“Complaint”, and moving on to also DENY Mr. Schied’s “Motion for Default 
Judgment” while applauding the manner in which attorney Munson had 
undermined Mr. Schied’s timely filing of that “Motion for Default Judgment” 
by using a “gotcha” strategy once he was served (to get in his “answer” 
electronically to the clerk before the same mailing of “Motion for Default 
Judgment” by Mr. Schied was processed by the probate court clerk’s office).   
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time-stamped by the probate court “clerk” Stan Stanart until more than a week later 

on 12/16/14. The full captioning of that document title was: 

“Motion for Waiver of Fees, for Default Judgment, and to Expedite Court 
Action Within 10 Days Without Hearing”  
 
The above-referenced document, showing proof that it was mailed on 

12/4/14 but not time-stamped by the “clerk” of the probate court until nearly two 

weeks later on 12/16/14, is posted publicly on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/SupportDocs/120416_Mot4DefaultJudgment.pdfH  
 

The “Emergency Motion in Demand for Immediate Hearing.....” that was 

thereafter dated on 12/16/14 and sent via Federal Express delivery on that same 

date to the Harris County, Texas Probate Court No. 1 in Houston from 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied in Michigan to be time-stamped by 

that “court” on 12/18/14, is posted publicly on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/SupportDocs/121814_EmergMot&Mot4DefaultJudgmen
t.pdf 
 

The full captioning of that “Emergency Motion...” document title was: 

“Emergency Motion in Demand for Immediate Hearing (Prior to 12/19/14 
Scheduling Conference)Upon This Instant Report of Fraud in the Court 
Record; for Declaratory Ruling of the Truthfulness of Texas Probate Court 
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Clerk Kimberly Hightower’s Assertion that a Hearing is Required on Previously 
Filed ‘Motion to Expedite Court Action Within 10 Days Without Hearing and 
for Judgment of Default’ in Accordance with the Previously Filed ‘Motion for 
Default Judgment’ That Was For Some Reason Never Filed Yet ‘Served’ and 
Based Upon Other Parties’ Failure to Properly ‘Answer’ and ‘Serve’ Within the 
Required Time Guidelines for Proper Response’ 
 
Importantly, the action by judicial usurper Wright at that “Emergency 

Motion” hearing held by phone with Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied on 12/19/14 – to altogether disregard all of the ORIGINAL “Complaint and 

Brief...and Motion for Order to Show Cause...” documents that had been proven as 

effectively “served” upon the initial co-Defendants of Michael Merritt and Janette 

Renee Smith – prejudicially rendered important Evidence presented and preserved 

in all of those documents filed by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied 

as impotent, ineffective and “moot”. As the transcripts of that hearing show, rather 

than to honor the filings of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied, judicial 

usurper Loyd Wright commanded Mr. Schied to otherwise engage in a full-blown, 

lengthy and expensive lawsuit in order to determine whether the first (Michael 

Merritt) of two of “the Deceased” appointed “executors” was suitable for handling 

the estate matter, and on a case that otherwise was so small that it should not be 

subject to such a “full blown lawsuit” but subject to simplified “muniment of title” 

proceedings instead from the start.  

As a result of Probate Court “judge” Loyd Wright’s unethical, 

prejudicial and CRIMINAL actions at that “Emergency Motion” hearing, 
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Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied was compelled to re-file his 

original “Complaint and Brief...and Motion for Order to Show Cause...” by 

1/19/15, in accordance with the “Docket Control Order” by Loyd Wright 

issued immediately following that 12/19/14 hearing, as a “Joinder” case to 

include Janette Renee Smith, Wynde Smith, Robin Apostolakis, and David 

Munson, all in their private capacities.  

The name of that new “joinder” filing was captioned as follows: 

“ ‘Counter-Complaint’ and/or ‘Cross-Complaint’ and Brief in Support of 
Opposition to Michael Ray Merritt’s ‘Application to Probate Will and for 
Letters Testimony’ and Formal ‘Joinder’ of Janette Renee Smith as Co-
Defendant in Case in Which Argument Has Already Been Presented by 
Plaintiff/Co-Heir David Schied in Favor of Probating the Will as ‘Muniment of 
Title’ So to Preserve Assets of the Estate of Michael Edward Schied” 
 
 The public location on the Internet where that filing can be found, as of the 

date of this writing, is at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/011415_After
Joinder&CounterComplaint/CounterComplaint&Joinder.pdfH  
 

Note that the time-stamped cover page for the above filing, as shown on the 

“Certificate of Service” that was mailed via “Certified Mail” delivery and “served” 

upon the Probate Court on 1/14/15, was not time-stamped until over two weeks 

later on 1/27/15 showing a criminal gross negligence of duty on the part of the 

lower “trial” court clerk Stan Stanart, and a clear prejudicing of my case by such 

an “obstruction” of my timely filings “as a matter of official court record.” The 
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Evidence of this criminal activity and a “conspiracy to deprive of right” to equal 

treatment in accuracy of the “service” date on these filings as shown on this 

“Certificate of Service”, is posted publicly on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/SupportDocs/011415_filingswronglytimestamped012715.
pdf 
 

The “Docket Control Order” issued by Loyd Wright on 12/19/14 giving all 

parties until 1/19/15 to file “Joinders”, while never stipulating that “citations” 

would need to be served but instead stating only that “a copy of this docket control 

order” need be served, is to be found posted on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/090215_Mot2DismissAppellees/090215_AppelleesMo
t2Dismiss/ExA_DocketControlOrder.pdf 
 

Again, what is outlined above is just a portion of the many events occurring 

at the lower “probate/trial” court level that was completely and CRIMINALLY 

overlooked by the probate “judge” Loyd Wright prior to his dismissing the case 

altogether, and again CRIMINALLY overlooked by Texas Court of Appeals 

tribunal of “justices”, being Russell Lloyd, Jane Bland, and Harvey Brown, in the 

months after that lower court “domestic terrorist” event against Grievant/Crime 
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Victim/Claimant David Schied took place. Therefore, the “ORDER” issued by 

“judicial usurper” Russell Lloyd, purportedly while “acting individually” on 

3/1/16 and pertaining to Texas COA Case No. 01-16-00466-CV, is hereby 

rendered VOID, a NULLITY, and VACATED.  

 
THE “JUDGMENT” AND “MEMORANDUM OPINION” RENDERED 7/12/16 

ARE HEREBY “VACATED” BECAUSE OF ADDITIONALLY 
SUBSTANTIVE FORMS OF “FRAUD” AND GROSS OMISSIONS OF 

SIGNIFICANT FACTS IN THESE “RULINGS” 
 

As the so-called 1-page “JUDGMENT” issued on 7/12/16 by the so-called 

“panel of justices” (Lloyd, Bland and Brown), being devoid of acknowledgment of 

the details of the “predicate” CRIMES reported by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied as having been committed by their peer group of 

“court officers”, being “clerks” Stan Stanart and Christopher Prine and their 

agents, being “judge” Loyd Wright and his clerical agents, and being attorneys 

David Munson and Robin Apostilakis and their associate law firms and clients, that 

FRAUDULENT “Judgment” is hereby rendered VOID, a NULLITY, and 

VACATED as a worthless page of “bullshit.”  

Similarly, and based upon the same reasons as cited above concerning the 

so-called “judgment,” the 17-page “MEMORANDUM OPINION” written by 

Russell Lloyd on behalf of the “panel” is “bullshit” and so also rendered VOID, a 

NULLITY, and VACATED. Cited below are the details behind this reasoning.  
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The “Background” Entered Into the “Official Court Record” by Russell Lloyd 
is Fraudulent on Its Face As It Failed to Detail – or Even Refer to – ANY of 

the Above-Referenced Significant FACTS of the case 
 

As a matter of significant FACT, the “Background” of the 7/12/16 

“Memorandum Opinion” written by Russell Lloyd was completely devoid of any 

reference to the “Emergency Motion” and hearing that took place on 12/19/14 in 

which the probate “judge” Loyd Wright relegated Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied’s “Complaint and Brief in Support of Opposition...” and “Motion for 

Order to Show Cause and to Compel Documents...” – despite that these filings 

were supported by 19 full documents of underlying Evidence – a worthless nullity 

and nothing more than a simple 1-page “answer” to Merritt’s “Application to 

Probate Will...”. That act of deception and coercion gave needed cause for Mr. 

Schied to rewrite his entire “Original Complaint...” (and accompanying “Motion 

for Show Cause...”) filing in January 2015 as a “Counter-Complaint and/or Cross-

Complaint....and Formal ‘Joinder’...” F

5 

Instead of detailing the criminal events that took place during that 

“emergency” hearing, and all of the otherwise detailed issues previously raised 
                                                            
5 Again, the full title of that filing that was proven as having been “served” to the 
Probate Court and to all of the “joinder” co-Defendants through a third party from 
Michigan were captioned, “‘Counter-Complaint’ and/or ‘Cross-Complaint’ and 
Brief in Support of Opposition to Michael Ray Merritt’s ‘Application to Probate 
Will and for Letters Testimony’ and Formal ‘Joinder’ of Janette Renee Smith as 
Co-Defendant in Case in Which Argument Has Already Been Presented by 
Plaintiff/Co-Heir David Schied in Favor of Probating the Will as ‘Muniment of 
Title’ So to Preserve Assets of the Estate of Michael Edward Schied”  
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therein by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied regarding the problems 

stemming from the differential treatment being provided by the lower court “clerk” 

Stan Stanart in favor of Defendant/Attorney David Munson and against Mr. 

Schied, “judicial usurper” Russell Lloyd and his cohorts simply whitewashed over 

all of those details. Similarly, Lloyd and his fellow “domestic terrorists” failed to 

include the Evidence that was generated from that “emergency” hearing, being the 

basis for Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied providing motions to 

BOTH the lower and the higher courts to “correct the record”, which similarly 

were disregarded without explanation.   

Furthering that FRAUD, Lloyd and his remaining “panel” of judicial 

usurpers MISREPRESENTED that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied 

had “not filed a response” to attorney David Munson’s deceptive “no-evidence” 

motion, while grossly neglecting to address the TRILOGY OF FACTS that:  

1) “the court record” was already chock full of both Statements and Evidence 

opposing the “Application to Probate Will...” in the first place; and,  

2) Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had established clear claim, at 

both the lower and the higher court levels, that David Munson had NOT 

properly “served” his “no-evidence” motion and hearing notice; and,  

3) Throughout this period of time the problems associate with Stan Stanart’s 

delayed filings of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s documents 
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and the prejudicial treatment of the “clerks” and “judge” of the Probate Court 

No. 1 were still a significant issue, and being so much so that Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied was compelled to file documents in protest 

that the “judge” Loyd Wright – acting through his personal clerk Kimberly 

Hightower – was compelled to protest the FACT that Wright had refused 

to conduct the “no evidence” hearing with Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied by telephone as was previously done with the “Emergency 

Motion” hearing on 12/19/14. (Bold emphasis added) 

As shown below, the other Evidence of filings completely ignored and 

relegated as unimportant by Russell Lloyd and his fellow “domestic terrorists”, 

demonstrate beyond any reasonable doubt that these CRIMINALS have usurped 

the power and authority of “the People” of Texas by collecting salaried incomes 

and calling themselves “justices” of the Texas Court of Appeals, otherwise subject 

to constitutional limitations and duties.  
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“Domestic Terrorist” Russell Lloyd and His Co-Conspirators  
Intentionally Hid the FACT That the “No-Evidence” Hearing Date Was 
Actually Set Up by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied as Yet 

Another “Motion for Default Summary Judgment...” and “Motion for Order to 
Show Cause and to Compel Documents...” and a “Motion for Declaratory 

Ruling on the Degree of Legitimacy of Actions Taken in Effort to Construct 
‘Joinder’ of Other named ‘Co-Defendants’...” 

 
Key Evidence that was never acknowledged and never addressed in Lloyd’s 

fraudulent 7/12/16 “Memorandum Opinion” resides in the FACT that on 2/23/15 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied addressed and sent a cover letter to 

Harris County “clerk” Stan Stanart, in accompaniment by a “Notice of Hearing”, a 

“2nd Proof of Service”, and numerous other documents pertaining to documents 

which had been previously sent to the Probate Court through Stanart several days 

earlier while expecting that Stanart would be derelict in timely “filing” those 

documents and thus, furthering his previous prejudicial treatment in favor of 

Defendants and against Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied. A copy of 

the cover letter to Stanart and the “Notice of Hearing” of hearing and “2nd Proof of 

Service”, which were both time-stamped by Stanart about 10 days later, are to be 

found posted publicly on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/SupportDocs/022315_MailStanartNotofHearing&2ndCe
rtofServ.pdfH  
 

The “2nd Proof of Service” provided the rationale for why Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied was carrying out the delivery of the documents that 
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he was “serving” upon the “court” and to the “co-Defendants” as follows in 

graphic excerpts taken directly from those filings:  
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As a significant matter of FACT however, that 2nd Proof of Service was 

NEVER ENTERED by Stanart or his agents as shown below by the screenshot 

image of the “official court record” as captured at the time of this writing on 4/9/17:  
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 The above is prima facie Evidence of CRIMINAL “fraud upon the court” 

as committed by Stan Stanart, Loyd Wright, and the “panel” of other so-called 

“judges” of the Texas Court of Appeals, being Russell Lloyd, Jane Bland, and 

Harvey Brown. At minimum, it presents the “appearance of impropriety” needed 

to render the lower “Probate Court No. 1” and the “Texas Court of Appeals” 

rulings as complete “nullities”. Note that the following were never shown as 

“filed” by the “clerk of the court” Stan Stanart, despite that the “2nd Proof of 

Service” showing the delivery of these documents bears the time-stamp of the 

lower “probate/trial” Court as dated 3/2/15.  

Although the content of the lower court filings referenced by the “Notice of 

Hearing” and “2nd Proof of Service” is too extensive to elaborate upon herein, the 

following filings as referenced by the “Notice of Hearing” and “2nd Proof of 

Service”, along with their respective “Exhibits of Evidence” are found on the 

Internet, as of the date of this writing, as designated below:  

1) “Motion for Waiver of Fees and Costs on This Motion Filing; and, Motion for 
Declaratory Ruling on the Degree of Legitimacy of Actions Taken in Effort to 
Construct a ‘Joinder’ of Other Named ‘Co-Defendants’ to be Added to This 
Case by ‘Pro Per’ and ‘Forma Pauperis’ Petitioner; and, If Such Action is 
Ruled ‘Insufficient’ Then for This Court to Take Such Action Necessary to 
Ensure by ‘Order’ That the ‘Clerk’ of the Court ‘Properly’ Provide the 
Appropriate Number of Copies and ‘Service’ to These Named ‘Co-Defendants’ 
of the Documents Already in the Court’s Possession for This Past Month (as 
Provided by Rule 99, Texas R. Civ. Proc.)” 

 
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
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ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
71_022315_Mot4DeclarFilingforJoinderOrderofSufficiency.pdf 
 
2) “Motion for Waiver of Fees and Costs on This Motion Filing; and, Motion for 

Default Summary Judgment and Order to Terminate Application of Michael 
Merritt and to Compel Documents by Failure of Defendants to ‘Answer’ 
Counter-Complaint by Monday Following 20-Days After Being Properly 
‘Served’; and If Default Summary Judgment and Order Are For Any Reason 
‘Denied’, to Provide Waiver of Fees and Costs to David Schied in Order to 
Comply With the Order of This Court Compelling Mediation on or Before 
2/27/15; and, Hearing for ‘Motion for Order to Show Cause and to Compel 
Documents’ and for Injunctive, Declaratory and Other Relief in Actions Taken 
Thus Far Against Plaintiff’s Survivorship Rights, and to Determine the Actual 
Necessity and Degree of Need for This Court’s Further Involvement in the 
‘Probating’ of the Remaining Terms of Mickey Schied’s ‘Last Will’ and the Last 
Aspects of ‘Administration’ of Mickey Schied’s Estate” 

 
The above-referenced “...Motion for Default Summary Judgment and Order 

to Terminate Application of Michael Merritt and to Compel Documents by Failure 

of Defendants to ‘Answer’ Counter-Complaint by Monday Following 20-Days 

After Being Properly ‘Served’” can be found on the Internet along with its 

referenced “Exhibits of Evidence”, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
72_021315_Mot4DefaultSumJudg&2CompelDocsbyFail2Answr.pdf 
 

The above-referenced TIME-STAMPED filings, along with their supporting 

“Exhibits of Evidence” demonstrate the degree that Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied had to extend himself in the pursuit of substantive 

justice, and by attempt to ensure that his documents were timely filed in the Court 
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in comparison to when the co-Defendants were “served” copies of the same 

documents. Thus, the FACT that Russell Lloyd’s, Jane Bland’s, and Harvey 

Brown’s “Judgment” and “Memorandum Opinion” did nothing to address the 

above-two “filings” demonstrate their “seditious conspiracy” to “obstruct 

justice” and to commit “treason,” and “misprision of treason” by their 

“conspiracy to deprive of rights”, among other RICO offenses involving a the 

Texas Court of Appeals as a “continuing financial crimes enterprise”. (See 

Title 18 U.S.C., Sections 2384, 1503, 2381, 2382, 242, 241, 1962-1965, and 225 

corresponding to each of the criminal “charges” cited in this paragraphs.)    

Significantly, the above-two sets of documents, as listed in the “Notice of 

Hearing” and “2nd Proof of Service” provide measure for how far the higher 

and lower court “clerks” and “judges” are also willing to extend themselves 

into secondary-level crimes to cover up “predicate” crimes, and engage in 

unlawful conduct related to the criminal theft of private “Estate” property, of 

defrauding the Court and “the People” whose power and authority are 

delegated to these “public functionaries” as those otherwise on salaries as 

sworn and bonded “fiduciaries” of those courts. (Bold emphasis) 
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Nowhere in the Memorandum Opinion of 7/12/16 did Judicial 
Usurpers/Domestic Terrorists Russell Lloyd, Jane Bland, and Harvey Brown 
Mention That Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied was a Pauper 
Handling This Matter Himself From Michigan While Reporting Crimes 
Against the People of the State of Texas by the so-called “government”  

of Michigan 
 

 From front to back of the Memorandum Opinion presented by the tribunal 

“panel” of Russell Lloyd, Jane Bland, and Harvey Brown, as written on 7/12/16 

but never signed by Russell Lloyd, the document is saturated with various forms of 

FRAUD. Such fraud consists of misrepresenting and omitting significant facts 

through deceptive choices of descriptive words, through vague or generalized 

details, and through falsification, downplaying and a cherry-picking of particulars. 

As such, this document is deemed FRAUDULENT and is, prima facie, rendered a 

legal nullity, being only good for proving a Seditious Conspiracy to Treason and 

“domestic terrorism” by those named above as responsible for its content.    

On page 2, Lloyd et al misrepresented the significance of all of the 

previously filed motions, writs, and other actions of Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied in effort to move the lower and higher courts to 

address the wrongdoings of the “court clerks” and “judges” by merely stating 

“[a]ppellant...filed other motions and pleadings seeking various types of releave 

and attempting to formally enjoin [the other named co-Defendants Smith, 

Apostolakis, Merritt, and Munson]”. The downplay of significance of those filings, 

in Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied also pointing out in those 
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“motions and pleadings” the unlawful methods in which those various filings were 

tortuously undermined or ignored, or maliciously thrown out by the judge without 

proper address, constitutes FRAUD, a secondary level crime under the RICO act. It 

also constitutes TREASON, and by practical definition, “domestic terrorism.”   

On page 3, Lloyd et al committed “FRAUD UPON THE COURT” when 

falsely claiming that “Appellant did not file a response to the [‘no evidence’] 

motion by Merritt [and Munson]” without acknowledging the “Interlocutory 

Appeal...” and other subsequent filings Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied filed just prior to and in response to that action by the co-Defendants.  

Beginning on page 3 and continuing into page 5, Russell Lloyd maliciously 

cited case law supporting his need as a “judge”, as well as the lower court judge 

Loyd Wright – by law – to ensure that one litigating party not gain an “unfair 

advantage” over the other, yet the “pattern and practice” these “justices” exhibited 

demonstrated a constructive intent to do exactly that CRIMINALLY “under color 

of law” and by misrepresentation of the facts. Within these pages, Loyd et al 

claimed Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s filings contained only 

“conclusory statements unsupported by legal citations” and with no “clear and 

concise” statements about the facts.  

Rather than to acknowledge the FACTS and cite examples of how the many 

filings of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied exhibited no “clear and 
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concise statements,” Lloyd cited a litany of case law that in no way reflected the 

actual FACTS existing in either the content or the written delivery of 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s work. The fact is that this pattern 

and practice was outright FRAUDULENT on the part of these Texas “justices” 

given that while Mr. Schied is not an attorney, he does have well over a decade of 

practical legal experience, a Bachelor’s Degree and Master’s degree from two top-

tier universities of the University of Southern California (USC) and the University 

of Michigan (UM), and PH.D. level research and writing in his background. Thus, 

the focus of Lloyd et al upon legal citations rather than the presentation of FACTS 

presents sufficient Evidence of a conspiracy to deprive Mr. Schied of his rights to 

due process and “access to the court” under the “color of law,” a federal 

FELONY. 

 
Judicial Usurpers/Domestic Terrorists Russell Lloyd’s, Jane Bland’s, and 

Harvey Brown’s Barring Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied From 
Incorporating Arguments and Evidence From Previous Filings and Include 

the Entire Lower Court Record Constitutes “Domestic Terrorism” by a 
Blatantly Treasonous Coercion of Both Constitutional Due Process and the 

Rules Governing Legal Procedure in the Presentation of Facts    
 

Between pages 5 through 7 of their “Memorandum Opinion” of 7/12/16, the 

“three stooges” of Texas Court of Appeals, Lloyd, Bland and Brown, used 

coercive arguments to CRIMINALLY cover up the significant content of the 

names, the contents, and the relevant importance of Grievant/Crime 
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Victim/Claimant David Schied’s previous filings, in both the lower and the higher 

courts; while doing so “under color of law [and procedure]”. They claimed that 

“incorporating the referenced arguments made in another document does not 

present an issue for appellate review...[and]...[A]ccordingly, we will not consider 

any arguments raised in any of the documents appellant has attempted to 

incorporate by reference ....” Nevertheless, these “three stooges” disregard that the 

purpose of incorporating those previous filings was for the EVIDENCE of 

previous arguments and FACTS that were intentionally overlooked and ignored, 

misrepresented, and undermined by the lower court “clerks” Stan Stanart and his 

agents, and the “judge” Loyd Wright and his clerical and case management agents.   

Most importantly, these “three stooges” (Lloyd, Bland and Brown) 

disregarded the Supremacy Clause of the Constitution of and for the united States, 

as well as the Rules Enabling Act of 1934 which altogether bar judges from 

effectively using rules of procedure to undermine and preempt the substantive 

rights of litigants. This they otherwise did, repeatedly and in spades, with the 

criminally “aiding and abetting” of their so-called “clerk of the court” Christopher 

Prine. 

A “chain pattern” of criminal RICO activity was clearly established by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s previous filings, with each of his 

filings firmly elaborating upon and depicting the exact process by which each of 
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the lower and higher Texas courts procedurally stalled, then manipulated, then 

fraudulently determined “under color of law [and procedure]” the consequential 

outcomes for Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied. Of course these 

government “actors”, acting treasonously as domestic terrorists, were motivated to 

first break up that “chain” (of Statements and Evidence) and then to cover up each 

element (i.e., each “link” of the chain) of these multiple acts of CRIMINAL 

TRESPASS.    

As such, it is important to scrutinize how this was done by review of the 

“post-judgment” activities that occurred in the lower and higher courts 

immediately preceding and in the extended number of months following “judge” 

Loyd Wright’s “ruling” to dismiss all of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied’s previous lower court filings under a “no evidence” motion without any 

apparent “hearing” taking place. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notwithstanding the Documents Referenced Above Listed in the “Notice of 
Hearing” and “2nd Proof of Service,” the Following List of Sequential Filings 

by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied About the Time of Merritt’s 
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“No-Evidence Motion for Summary Disposition” on the Probate Court Case 
No. 434,875, and for the Following Months in the Texas COA, Reflects the 

High Degree of FRAUD Perpetrated by “Domestic Terrorists” Loyd Wright, 
Stan Stanart, Christopher Prine, Russell Lloyd, Jane Bland, and Harvey 

Brown, as Portrayed in Their Collective “Memorandum Opinion(s),” “Order,” 
and Final “Judgment” to “Affirm the Trial Court’s Judgment”    

 
Any person reviewing the following list of events should also consider that 

any documents “served” by co-Defendants Michael Merritt through or along with 

his “counsel” and co-Defendant attorney David Munson, were NEVER 

RECEIVED by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied “as a matter of 

record” because the record had already shown that Mr. Schied was not approving 

of “service” through email correspondence and was instead relying upon the 

Harris County Local Rules of District Courts Concerning the Electronic Filing of 

Court Documents, which maintain that, “Documents may be electronically served 

upon a party ONLY where that party has agreed, in writing to receive electronic 

service in that case;” and which also maintain, “The agreement must be filed 

with the court and the form must be served on all other parties.” (Bold emphasis 

added)  

Evidence of the existence of the above written Rule, which was NEVER 

disputed but instead repeatedly ignored by Merritt and his co-Defendant attorney 

Munson, is found below in graphic images directly from the official text of the 

Harris County Local Rules of District Courts Concerning the Electronic Filing of 
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Court Documents as referenced by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied 

in both the lower Probate Court No. 1 and the higher Texas Court of Appeals:   

     

Importantly, the above-referenced pages were not only found and being used 

independently by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied at the time he 

was attempting to “litigate the merits” of his probate case as “Interested Party 

Plaintiff / Co-Heir” to the modest “estate” of Michael Edward Schied, these very 

same referenced pages F

6
F were also being used in professional legal training of 

attorneys, as shown in the 2014 training manual, “Views From the Bench...” as 

                                                            
6 See specifically page 14 of the referenced training manual as found on 4/11/17 at: 
Hhttp://docplayer.net/3105391-Views-from-the-bench-part-1-insights-from-
three-trial-judges-on-best-practices-for-trial-lawyers-in-insurance-cases.html H   
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presented by the State BAR of Texas’ 11th Annual “Advanced Insurance Law 

Course” in the very same city of Houston, Texas where these “judicial CRIMES” 

are proven to have occurred as described in these pages by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied.  

 

 
 
 

THE FIRST “ACT OF TREASON” AND MAJOR “ACT OF DOMESTIC 
TERRORISM” WAS COMMITTED BY LOYD WRIGHT VIA HIS 

INTENTIONAL AND CRIMINAL “DEPRIVATION OF RIGHTS UNDER 
COLOR OF LAW”, WHICH OPENED UP THE NEED FOR “SECONDARY” 

LEVEL ACTS OF THE SAME BY THE FIDUCIARY APPELLATE 
“PANEL” AND THEIR “AGENT” OF “CLERK OF THE COURT”    

 
Clearly, any proper “panel review” of the Texas Court of Appeals should not 

only have considered what is outlined above, but also should have considered the 

events that took place following after Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied’s filing of his “Counter-Complaint.../ ‘Joinder Complaint’...” on or about 
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1/14/15 and just prior to the deadline of 1/19/15 imposed by the Docket Control 

Order issued by Loyd Wright on 12/19/14.   

1) FILED – 2/13/15 (time-stamped 2/20/15) – filed by Grievant/Crime 
Victim/Claimant David Schied in the lower Probate Court – See again above for 
the direct link to the document posts listed here as posted to the Internet at:  
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_W
ritofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
72_021315_Mot4DefaultSumJudg&2CompelDocsbyFail2Answr.pdf 
and at: 
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_W
ritofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
71_022315_Mot4DeclarFilingforJoinderOrderofSufficiency.pdf 
 
a) "Motion for Default Summary Judgment and Order to Compel Documents 

by Failure of Defendants to 'Answer' Counter-Complaint by Monday 
Following 20-Days After Being Properly 'Served'”; 

b)  “(Motion for...) If Default Summary Judgment and Order are for Any 
Reason 'Denied, , to Instead Provide Waiver of Fees and Costs to David 
Schied in Order to Comply with the Order of This Court Compelling 
Mediation on or Before 2/27/15 and  Hearing for 'Motion for Order to Show 
Cause and to Compel Documents' and for Injunctive, Declaratory, and 
Other Relief and to Determine the Actual Necessity and Degree of Need for 
this Court's Further Involvement in the 'Probating' of the Remaining Terms 
of Mickey Schied's Last Will and the Last Aspects of 'Administration' of. 
Mickey Schied's Estate." 

c) "'Motion for Waiver of Fees and Costs on This Motion Filing' and 'Motion 
for Declaratory Ruling on the Degree of Legitimacy of Actions Taken in 
Effort to Construct 'Joinder' of Other Named 'Co-Defendants' To Be Tried to 
This Case by 'Pro Per' and 'Forma Pauperis' Petitioner'”  

d) “'(Motion for ...) If Such Action is Ruled 'Insufficient' Then For This Court 
Take Such Action Necessary to Ensure by 'Order' That the 'Clerk' of the 
Court 'Properly' Provide the Appropriate Number of Copies and 'Service' to 
These Named 'Co-Defendants' of the Documents Already in the Court's 
Possession for This Past Month (as Provided by Rule 99, Texas R. Civ. 
Proc.)" 

e) "Affidavit(s) of Truth;" 
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2) FILED – 2/23/15 (time-stamped  3/2/15) – filed by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied in the lower Probate Court –  
a) “Notice of Hearing...” (i.e., see above for details) 
b) “2nd Proof of Service” (i.e., see above for details)  

 
See again the above two-referenced documents are publicly posted and 

can be found on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:   

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_W
ritofErrorCoramNobis/SupportDocs/022315_MailStanartNotofHearing&2
ndCertofServ.pdf 
and also at: 
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_W
ritofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
83_022315_MailStanartNotofHearing&2ndCertofServ.pdfH  

 
 

The Indisputable FACTS in the Court’s Own Records Show That Texas 
Probate Court “Judicial Usurper” Loyd Wright Conspired CRIMINALLY 
With His Fellow BAR Attorney David Munson to Deprive Grievant/Crime 
Victim/Claimant David Schied of His Right to “Discovery” in Violation of 

Wright’s Own “Docket Control Order”  
 

1) FILED – captioned as “Motion for No Evidence Summary Judgment”, this 

document was FRAUDULENTLY filed by Texas BAR attorney David 

Munson and NEVER “served” to Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied. It was dated 3/6/15 and time-stamped by the “clerk of the Probate 

Court No. 1” on 3/9/15. It is found on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, 

at: 
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Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_W
ritofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
84_030615_MunsonMot4NoEvidSumJudg+FraudCertofServ.pdf 
 

NOTE: This is a document that blatantly opposes the “Docket 

Control Order” issued by Loyd Wright referenced above which stipulated 

that “05/15/2015 – DISCOVERY PERIOD ENDS. All discovery must be 

conducted before the end of the discovery period. Parties seeking discovery 

must serve requests sufficiently far in advance of the end of the discovery 

period...” (Bold emphasis added) 

In this formal court filing Texas BAR attorney David Munson submitted 

numerous blatantly (i.e., “prima facie”) FRAUDULENT claims, referenced as 

follows:  

a) That “[o]ver three month (sic) ha[d] passed” since Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied had filed his “pleading” – NOTE: 

Attorney Munson FRAUDULENTLY referenced the “pleading” as Mr. 

Schied’s original 11/10/14 filing of “Complaint and Brief...and Motion 

for Order to Show Cause...” while completely misrepresenting to the 

Court the FACT that Munson had been “served” by a 3rd party, along 

with his co-Defendants, with the “Counter-Complaint and/or Cross-

Complaint....and Formal ‘Joinder’...” on 1/14/15; and while completely 

misrepresenting to the Court the FACT that Munson and his co-
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Defendants had also been subsequently served with a "Motion for Default 

Summary Judgment and Order to Compel Documents by Failure of 

Defendants to 'Answer' Counter-Complaint by Monday Following 20-

Days After Being Properly 'Served'” on 2/20/15 when they each failed to 

“answer”, or even acknowledge, the previous 1/14/15 filing. Even 

further, Munson’s 3/15/15 filing of “Motion for No Evidence Summary 

Judgment” also misrepresenting to the Court the FACT that Munson 

and his co-Defendants had been served, along with the Probate Court, 

with Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s “Notice of 

Hearing” and “2nd Certificate of Service” on 2/23/15 with notice to 

Munson et al that a hearing on the unanswered “Counter-Complaint 

and/or Cross-Complaint....and Formal ‘Joinder’...” filed on 1/14/15 was 

scheduled for a “[presumed “phone”] hearing” on 3/12/15.   

b) That Texas BAR attorney David Munson had falsely claimed to have 

“served” [Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied] with “a true 

and correct copy of [his ‘Motion for No Evidence Summary Judgment’ 

document]” on 3/6/15 when that is FRAUDULENT information provided 

by Munson to that Texas Probate Court No. 1, since Grievant/Crime 
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Victim/Claimant David Schied was NEVER served with that document at 

all. F

7
F  

2) CONTENT OF EMAIL COMMUNICATIONS WITH LOYD WRIGHT’S 
“CHAMBER CLERK” KIMBERLY HIGHTOWER – as dated between 
3/10/15 and 3/11/15:  
a) First Email From Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied on 

3/10/15 pertaining to the “Notice of Hearing” (referenced above) which 
scheduled what was intended to be a “telephone hearing” for just two 
days later on 3/12/15, which was to be similar to the one held on 
12/19/14 as performed by Loyd Wright (as described above and in the 
referenced Internet links in much more detail) – Essentially, this first email 
addressed to the “judge’s clerk” Kimberly Hightower requested information 
about whether the “judge” Wright was to telephone Mr. Schied like before at 
the hearing on 12/19/14, or whether Mr. Schied should call in for that 
hearing scheduled by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied. 

b) Return Email from Kimberly Hightower on 3/10/15 – This email reply 
stated in relevant part, “You are required ...Thursday, March 12, 2015 to 
appear in person if you would like to present oral argument...[and]...you 
must contact the court with your submission date and give at least (10) days 
notice to all counsel”.  

                                                            
7 As only discovered much later – i.e., during the appeal process – when 
Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied was able to finally obtain access to 
the Internet for the purpose of accessing the Munson’s fraudulent filing, Mr. 
Schied found out that the “Notice of Hearing” had referenced 4/2/15 as the date 
when a hearing was supposed to take place, as shown on Munson’s  “Certificate of 
Service” page which included a “Notice of Hearing” fraudulent filing of “Motion 
for No Evidence Summary Judgment”. Importantly, that “Notice of Hearing” 
filed by Munson was TWO FULL WEEKS beyond the date that Mr. Schied’s 
previously filed “Notice of Hearing” had stated was to take place on 3/12/15. 
That hearing noticed by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied was the 
one for his "Motion for Default Summary Judgment and Order to Compel 
Documents by Failure of Defendants to 'Answer' Counter-Complaint by Monday 
Following 20-Days After Being Properly 'Served'”, which Mr. Schied had filed 
on 2/20/15, nearly a month prior to Munson’s, but which Loyd Wright 
NEVER “heard.”  (Bold emphasis added) 
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c) Second Email From Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied on 
3/10/15 sent in reply to Hightower – Mr. Schied’s email pointed out the 
following as excerpted from that email verbatim,  
 
“As I have provided by Affidavit, which is included in my written motions, it 
takes your court no less than 10 days itself to file anything that I send to it by 
mail in receipt of 2-3 days. I therefore have no means of getting information 
‘filed’ with the court before the scheduled hearing on Thursday. 
 
I have noted once again that, in good faith, I have requested a phone number to 
contact the Court at the time of the hearing and you have refused to provide me 
with that information. Similarly, by sworn and notarized Affidavit, I have 
notified the Court that I have not even received any mailing of the written 
ruling issued by Judge Loyd Wright last December 19th when he purportedly 
denied my motion(s). 
 
Additionally, I have reviewed all of our correspondence and neither you nor 
Judge Loyd Wright EVER stated to me that the ‘courtesy’ of having my 
appearance be by phone was ONE TIME ONLY and never to be accommodated 
to me again as a pauper. I have documented by Affidavit that when attempting 
to file motions with the Court for ruling without hearing, you have informed me 
that I must have hearings on my motions. This was an issue I took up before. I 
have a right to access the judicial system and it becomes a federal issue for you 
to participate in such a denial of my rights. 
 
I have not been “served” with anything to indicate there is any ‘further 
hearings’ scheduled than what I have otherwise arranged in good faith 
expectation that I would be making my appearance by telephone. I hereby 
request another such accommodation. Please provide this information to the 
judge and let him know that, due to the ‘Court’s’ failure to provide me with that 
expected information before today, I will need to either telephone the court for 
that hearing or be provided the same accommodation. 
 
Please also make note that the first issue I will need to have addressed is the 
fact that I am not being sent anything by any other parties nor anything by the 
Court. Further, by Affidavit I have notified the Court that I cannot access or 
download any files from the Harris County Clerk’s website, and that when I 
have notified the Court about this by email that I have received no return call of 
assistance.” 
 

d) (Final) Return Email from Kimberly Hightower on 3/11/15 – This 
email reply stated in relevant part, “I have again spoken with Judge 
Wright and he affirms my email communication with you dated 
3/10/15. As for your motion and the response of Mr. Munson that is 
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currently set for 3/12/15...the motion will be considered as it stands F

8
F. 

As stated previously, the court does not generally entertain hearings 
by phone and as this matter has become contested, will not longer 
communicate via email concerning this case....The Court also 
recommends, once again, that you retain an attorney to represent 
your interests. Additionally, any issues concerning filing, service or 
posting should be directed to Stan Stanart’s office.”   

 
Note that the email Evidence of the above-referenced two-day 

conversation has been posted publicly on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_WritofErro
rCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
88_031015_EmailsWithClerkHightoweronDenialPhoneHearing.pdf 
 
3) FILED – 3/14/15 (time-stamped on 3/18/15) – filed by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied in the lower Probate Court –  
a) “Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on Questions of Law Pertaining to Actions 

of Harris County Probate Court Judge Loyd Wright and his “Agents” 
Against Interested Party Plaintiff/Co-Heir David Schied in Diversity Case 
With Evidence of Denial of Court Access and the Appearance of Prejudicial 
Bias and Due Process Violations Against ‘Pauperis’ Litigant Without 
Attorney” as  located on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/Harris
CountyProbateCourt1/InterlocutoryAppeal/InterlocutoryAppeal.pdf 
 

b) The time-stamped “Certificate of Service” in Evidence of that filing and the 

above-referenced “Motion for Interlocutory Appeal” and an accompanying 
                                                            
8 Importantly, there is NO EVIDENCE WHATSOEVER that the Motions 
(i.e., “motions” entered into the lower Probate Court No. 1 record WERE 
EVER “HEARD” or “litigated on the merits”. In fact, the “fraudulent order of 
Loyd Wright dated 4/7/15” makes no reference whatsoever to the filings of 
Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied entered into the record of the 
Probate Court No. 1 the previous month of March (18th) 2015.  
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“Affidavit of Truth” in support of the accuracy of the  being time-stamped on 

3/18/15, as downloaded also from the “clerk of the court” docketing records 

of the Harris County Probate Court, is located on the Internet, as of the date 

of this writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/Harris
CountyProbateCourt1/InterlocutoryAppeal/DownloadTimestampedCer
tofServiceforInterlocAppeal.pdfH  

 
4) FILED – 3/16/15 (time-stamped 3/25/15) – filed by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied in the lower Probate Court – This was an 

attempt by Mr. Schied to file documents with the Court in a timely fashion 

while taking into account the persistent delays of the Probate Court clerk in 

getting filings “entered” into the record was giving the co-Defendants an unfair 

advantage in receiving documents “served” upon them and their having the time 

to file an “answer” or “response” before the original filing by Mr. Schied to the 

court was processed by the lower court “clerk” Stan Stanart and his agents.  

As such, document is captioned similar to the one referenced above as 

yet another “2nd Certificate of Service” listing the documents sent on 3/16/15 

through the mail, is further explained on the time-stamped (3/25/15) “cover” 

page as follows in a graphic snapshot of the two pages of that filing, which is 

also found on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  
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Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_W
ritofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
89_031615_2ndCertofServiceonInterlocAppealQuestofLaw.pdf H  
 

     
5) FRAUDULENT ORDER OF LOYD WRIGHT dated 4/7/15 – which 

disregarded all of the above documents filed with the Probate Court No. 1 
captioned above as: a) “Motion for Declaratory Ruling on the Degree of 
Legitimacy of Actions Taken in Effort to Construct a ‘Joinder’ of Other Named 
‘Co-Defendants’ to be Added to This Case by ‘Pro Per’ and ‘Forma Pauperis’ 
Petitioner”; and, b) Motion for Default Summary Judgment and Order to 
Terminate Application of Michael Merritt and to Compel Documents by Failure 
of Defendants to ‘Answer’ Counter-Complaint by Monday Following 20-Days 
After Being Properly ‘Served’”  
 

This FRAUDULENT ORDER of Loyd Wright dated 4/7/15 has been 

posted publicly on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  
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Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourto
fAppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/DSchied
FilingofResponse&Exhibits/Exhibits/Ex_6_Ordr4SummJudgment_040815.
pdf 

and at: 
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_W
ritofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
90_040715_WrightFraudOrdr4SummJudg.pdf 
 

Note that this “FRAUDULENT ORDER of Loyd Wright dated 4/7/15,” 

captioned as “Order Granting Motion for No Evidence Summary Judgment” 

commits yet another level of fraud and thus “treason” because it directly 

contradicts with the statements made by Wright “on the record” during the 

12/19/14 “Emergency [telephone] Hearing” and the filings entered “into the 

record” from the beginning of 2015 pertaining to “process of service” of an 

entirely new and/or “amended” filing of “Counter-Complaint and/or Cross-

Complaint....and Formal ‘Joinder’...” which was NEVER ANSWERED and 

ultimately led to Mr. Schied filing the above-two referenced “Motions” (i.e., 

“...for Declaratory Ruling....” and “...for Default Judgment”) as recorded by 

the clerk Stanart on 3/18/15...which were also never answered or addressed in 

any way by any of the co-Defendants after being served upon them.  (Bold 

emphasis) 

Hence, by the Evidence above as referenced hereby by this instant “Writ 

of Error Coram Nobis”, it is clear that the so-called “judge” Loyd Wright 
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completely, and thus CRIMINALLY, disregarded the formal action “filed” by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied as a “Motion for Interlocutory 

Appeal on Questions of Law...” before then “granting” the ONE (of multiple) 

Defendant(s)’ supposed “Motion for No-Evidence Dismissal” which was 

NEVER EVEN SERVED upon Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied, 

and certainly never proven as served according to the Harris County Local 

Rules of District Courts Concerning the Electronic Filing of Court Documents, 

either before or after Wright’s act of criminal conspiracy.  (Bold emphasis) 

Notably, as a matter of important significance, the above-referenced “Order 

Granting Motion for No Evidence Summary Judgment” was NEVER SERVED to 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied by either the Probate Court “judge” 

Loyd Wright or by the “clerk” Stan Stanart. Even if it had, it would still reflected a 

blatant violation of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s right to 

complete his “discovery” in accordance with the Docket Control Order issued by 

Loyd Wright himself as depicted above.  

As a result, on 4/8/15 Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied mailed 

out his timely “discovery” documents to the Probate Court, as well as to each of the 

named co-Defendants. The Evidence of that mailing, as well as the entirety of 

these “Discovery” documents, as tailored with individualized “Interrogatories” 

and “Requests for Admissions”, are all found posted on the Internet, as of the date 
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of this writing, at the following segregated locations along with respective 

“Certificate(s) of Service”:  

Evidence that Stan Stanart at the Probate Court No. 1, as well as MICHAEL 

MERRITT and WYNDE MERRITT were served with “Interrogatories” (47 

pages) and the “Request for Admissions” (13 pages) for these two co-Defendants: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
98_040615_Interr&Req4Admit2MikeWyndeMerritt.pdf 
 

Evidence that Stan Stanart at the Probate Court No. 1, as well as DAVID 

MUNSON were served with “Interrogatories” (45 pages) and the “Request for 

Admissions” (19 pages) for these two co-Defendants: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
98_040915_Interr&Req4Admit2Munson.pdf 
 

Evidence that Stan Stanart at the Probate Court No. 1, as well as JEANETTE 

SMITH and ROBIN APOSTOLAKIS were served with “Interrogatories” (64 

pages) and the “Request for Admissions” (29 pages) for these two co-Defendants: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
98_040915_Interr&Req4Admit2Smith&Apostolakis.pdf 
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THE SECOND “ACT OF TREASON” AND MAJOR “ACT OF DOMESTIC 
TERRORISM” WAS COMMITTED BY CHRISTOPHER PRINE, IN 

CONJUNCTION WITH RUSSELL LLOYD, JANE BLAND, AND HARVEY 
BROWN THROUGH A SERIES OF “CLERICAL” AND “ADMINISTRATIVE” 
ACTS DESIGNED TO EFFECTIVELY RESULT IN THE GRAND SCHEME 

OF “DEPRIVING OF RIGHTS UNDER COLOR OF LAW” 
 

Loyd Wright had dismissed Mr. Schied’s entire case without ever 

“litigating” any of the following matters as properly reported by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied to the lower “Probate Court No. 

1” through time-stamped filings:  

a) The FACT that attorney David Munson had not EVER followed the 

directives of Harris County Local Rules of District Courts Concerning 

the Electronic Filing of Court Documents, even after Loyd Wright 

and Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had both 

established on the lower court record – as reflected in the 

transcript(s) of the 12/19/14 “Emergency Hearing...” – that Mr. 

Schied had NOT issued permission to be served by email, and in fact, 

had explicitly stipulated for the record that he wished to be served 

documents by mail in accordance with the local rules for “electronic 

filing.”   

b) The FACT that Mr. Schied should otherwise have had pending – 

before Munson’s filing of “Motion for No-Evidence Dismissal (or 

‘Summary Judgment’)” – two “motions” that were NEVER addressed 
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by Wright, being 1) “Motion for Declaratory Ruling on the Degree of 

Legitimacy of Actions Taken in Effort to Construct a ‘Joinder’ of 

Other Named ‘Co-Defendants’ to be Added to This Case by ‘Pro Per’ 

and ‘Forma Pauperis’ Petitioner”; and, 2) Motion for Default 

Summary Judgment and Order to Terminate Application of Michael 

Merritt and to Compel Documents by Failure of Defendants to 

‘Answer’ Counter-Complaint by Monday Following 20-Days After 

Being Properly ‘Served’”; 

c) The FACT that, as referenced in the above two motions, 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had provided ALL of 

the NAMED co-Defendants in this appellate case with ample 

notification – in accordance with Loyd Wright’s assertion “on the 

record” as recorded on transcript(s) of the “Emergency Hearing...” 

that what he mainly cared about was knowing that the party being 

“served” actually got the information and was adequately apprised 

about the cause of action – that Mr. Schied had re-filed his original 

“Complaint and Brief...and Motion for Order to Show Cause...” as a 

“Counter-Complaint.../ ‘Joinder Complaint’...”, which was NEVER 

ANSWERED by any of the named co-defendants.  
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d) The FACT Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had (as 

shown above) already properly served (by mail on 4/6/15 and 4/9/15) 

the Probate Court clerk and all of the co-Defendants named in the 

“Counter-Complaint.../ ‘Joinder Complaint’...” with copies of 

“Interrogatories” and “Request(s) for Admissions” in timely 

accordance with the “Docket Control Order” issued on 12/19/14 

giving all parties until 5/19/15 to complete “discovery” on one 

another.  

Thus, having intentionally overlooked the above substantive FACTS 

throughout the subsequent “appellate” proceedings, the “clerk of the court” 

Christopher Prine, in conjunction with the constructive fraudulent actions of the 

Texas Court of Appeals “panel” of Russell Lloyd, Jane Bland and Harvey 

Brown, committed criminal FRAUD, as a matter of record, by disregarding 

or misrepresenting that the following actions – which took the form of formal 

“filings” of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied – had also taken 

place in the higher “appellate” court AFTER the lower case “dismissal”:    

1) FILED – 4/30/15 (certified as mailed but time-stamped 5/12/15) – filed by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied in the lower Probate Court –  

a) “Notice of Appeal on Interlocutory and Final Judgment Matters” 
b) “Request for Designation of Additional Items to Be Included in the 

Official Court Record”  
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c) “Notice of Inaccuracies in the Trial Court Docketing Record in Need to 
Correct Dates of ‘Filing’ and Document Captions” 

d) "Transcript of Proceedings Recorded on Audio on12/19/14 in Harris 
County (Texas) Probate Court No. 1 with Judge Loyd Wright Presiding" 

 
The time-stamped “Proof of Service” is found on the above-referenced 

documents, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_Te
xCourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmen
dAppeal/Exhibits/Ex_H_TimestampReq2LowerCourtStanart2CorrectRec
ord&AddItems.pdf H  

and at: 
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourto
fAppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/DSchied
FilingofResponse&Exhibits/Exhibits/Ex_3_Attempt2CorrectLowerCourtR
ecord.pdf 

 
2) FILED – 4/30/15 – Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied filed the 

following in the higher Texas Court of Appeals –  

a) “Affidavit of Indigence and Statement of Inability to Pay Court Costs and 

Filing Fees on Appeal of Probate Court Ruling” which specifically cited 

Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure 20.1(a)(2) (“Establishing Indigence by 

Affidavit”) stating as follows:            (Bold and underlined emphasis) 

“A party who cannot pay the costs in an appellate court may proceed without 
advanced payment of costs if: a) A party files and affidavit of indigence in 
compliance with this rule; b) the claim of indigence is not contestable; c) the 
party timely files a notice of appeal”                 
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b) “Affidavit” This document, embedded within the one referenced above, 

being also submitted with a “timely notice of appeal”, was also sworn, 

signed and notarized WITHOUT BEING CONTESTED by anyone 

EXCEPT BY CHRISTOPHER PRINE HIMSELF. This document detailed 

how Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had been a CRIME 

VICTIM since events began in 2003 with the “STATE OF MICHIGAN” 

refusing to provide Mr. Schied with constitutional “full faith and credit” to 

the “judicial clemency” (1979) and “executive clemency” (1983) awarded by 

the “STATE OF TEXAS” causing Mr. Schied to lose his personal and 

professional reputation, his career, and his life savings over the course of the 

following decade and a quarter in battling Michigan government corruption. 

NOTE: This sworn and notarize Affidavit also contained the following 

statements and Evidence proving Mr. Schied’s indigence, which were 

otherwise NEVER specifically “challenged” by anyone, including “clerk” 

Prine:         (See the following as cited in direct quote from the “Affidavit”)  

1. The nature of my employment when I can get employment, is as a 
substitute teacher/educator. Notably, I will not be receiving any payments 
at all during the summer months in which the primary filings for this 
instant case on Appeal will be submitted and for which fees are otherwise 
charged by the Court. To date, I have received payments for my labor 
amounting to no more than $980 (nine hundred eighty dollars) since 
January 1, 2015. I do not expect my income level to change substantially 
in September looking forward for the remainder of this calendar year. 

2. I have no spouse, and I have no rightful access to the income of my 
divorced ex-spouse, per the terms of a Michigan court Order of Divorce. 

3. I continue to own no real property. 
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4. I have little to no available cash or money on deposit in any bank. 
5. I hold no other assets of any significant worth. 
6. I have one dependent child to whom I am the biological father. 
7. All three credit bureaus reflect student loan and credit card debts that are 

outstanding and not being paid, with varying amounts totaling over 
$80,000.  

8. Monthly expenses include month – to – month payments for rent and 
utilities amounting to around $900 per month.  

9. I am unable to obtain any type of loan to pay court costs. 
10. No legal services are being provided, on a contingency basis or otherwise. 
11. No attorney, judge, benefactor, good Samaritan, or other entity has 

offered to pay for or advance court costs.  
12. I have no money or credit card to secure or advance costs of electronic 

filing if there are mandatory costs for such type of filings; and in fact, I 
relied upon Texas rules governing my right as a litigant without attorney 
representation, and as an out–of–state filer, to abstain from electronic 
filing, as clearly shown in the lower court record that I depended entirely 
upon service of all documents to other parties and to the Probate Court by 
United State Postal Service.  

 
This important filing, proving FRAUD by Christopher Prine by his 

subsequent “personal challenge” in formal claim SIX WEEKS LATER on 

6/11/15 that “Appellant [had not] established indigence”, was dated, signed and 

notarized on 4/30/15, and can be found as posted publicly on the Internet, as 

of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/DSchiedFiling
ofResponse&Exhibits/Exhibits/Ex_8_043015_AffidavitinSupportofTranscript
&Proceedings.pdfH  
and at:  
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
99_043015_AffidavitinSupportofTranscript&Proceedings.pdfH  
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3) The Texas Court of Appeals own records FRAUDULENTLY showed that, 

while Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had “filed” his “appeal” 

in the higher court “on 5/20/15,” the record created by the “clerk” Christopher 

Prine and his fellow agents of the Texas Court of Appeals had registered the 

case void of the FACT that Texas BAR attorneys Robin Apostolakis and David 

Munson were also named as co-Defendants/Appellees alongside “Michael Ray 

Merritt, Wynde Merritt, [and] Jeannette Smith.” (See the above-referenced 

filing as reasonable proof of this point.) This was done as an intentional act of 

“fraud upon the court” and to provide preferential treatment toward those Mr. 

Schied otherwise had proof were then engaging in a CRIMINAL 

OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE.  

Additionally, despite that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied 

had re-established his indigence with EACH filing of the lower and higher court, 

as shown by Evidence of each time-stamped document referenced throughout this 

instant “Writ of Error Coram Nobis” located at the above-referenced links, 

Christopher Prine nevertheless fraudulently asserted on 6/11/15 that “records show 

that Appellant [Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied] has neither 

established indigence nor paid the $195 filing fee” and “[u]nless appellant pays 

[the] filing fee on or before 7/13/15, the Court may dismiss the appeal.”  
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The Evidence of the above fraudulent recording is found at the following 

link on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
98_CaseFiled052015-PrineFraudNotic061115.pdf 
 
4)  FILED – On 6/5/15, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied submitted 

a 6-page letter addressed to Christopher Prine memorializing the content of a 

phone discussion that took place between Prine and Mr. Schied earlier that 

afternoon. The grist of what was covered in the 6-page letter included the 

following subcategories of issues as outlined by Mr. Schied’s letter as cited in 

directed quotes: 

a) Page 1 – “Your (Chris Prine) letter dated May 21, 2015 in notice that my 
case may be cancelled after 6/8/15 if I do not pay $195 does not take into 
account that the following have already been ‘filed’ in the lower Harris 
County Probate Court #1 at the same time I filed my ‘Notice of Appeal’ on 
5/12/15:” F

9 
 

b) Pages 1-2 – “Your (Chris Prine) letter dated May 21, 2015 indicates that, in 
accordance with TRAP 35.3(a)(2), and (b)(3) on p.2, I am responsible for 
transferring the trial court record and court reporter record, per payment to 
each as incentive to get that job done. As shown on p.8 of ‘Exhibit #3,’ (as 
well as p.13 of the ‘Affidavit of Indigence...’), I set forth the proper basis for 
such Order granting fees and costs on Appeal to also apply to that otherwise 
required of me for getting the trial court record and court reporter record 
transferred to your office at the Court of Appeals.” 
 

                                                            
9 Reference is made thereafter to two items of “exhibits” being the above-
referenced “Affidavit...” and the above-referenced “Proof of Service” 
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c) Page 2 – “Your (Chris Prine) letter dated May 21, 2015 indicates that the 
Appeals court believes that the ‘trial court signed the final judgment or 
other appealable order on April 7, 2015,’ is the only ‘order’ on appeal; 
and importantly, fails to acknowledge clear notice that I provide[d] in my 
‘Notice of Appeal...’ filing that there are numerous other ‘appealable 
order(s)’ that were also constructively ‘denied’ by the lower court judge 
under Rule 21.8 (‘Failure to Rule’) which I had listed on pp. 3-4 of that 9-
page ‘Notice of Appeal...’:”F

10
F   

 
d) “Your (Chris Prine) letter dated May 21, 2015 (bottom of p.2) states that I 

(as ‘appellant’) should inform the Court as soon as possible if...there is 
disagreement about...the date the trial court signed the final judgment or 
appealable order...’ Note that because of the manner in which the 
‘appealable order(s) listed in ‘C’ Above were constructively denied by the 
judge under Rule 21.8 (‘Failure to Rule’) there may be some disagreement 
with opposing parties about the exact dates by which each one of the listed 
UNSIGNED ‘order(s)’ of DENIAL were actually ‘executed’” F

11 
 

e) “Your (Chris Prine) letter dated May 21, 2015 (bottom of p.2) states that I 
also should inform you whether there was a ‘request for findings of fact 
and conclusions of law [that] was timely filed in the trial court.’ NOTE: 
By this instant letter, I hereby notify you (as ‘clerk of the court’) that, as 
shown by ‘Exhibit #5’ above, on 3/18/15 just such a ‘request for findings 
of fact and conclusions of law [that] was timely filed in the trial court’ was 
filed by way of my filing of the following captioned document:” F

12 
 

f) “Your (Chris Prine) letter dated May 21, 2015 (para 2 of p.3) indicates 
that ‘a party may request to supplement the record with an item,’ which I 

                                                            
10 Reference was made thereafter to at least five items of “exhibits” that the 
judicial usurper Loyd Wright never ruled upon and which were thus, under 
Rule 21.8 “constructively denied” and therefore being “appealable” items 
which, to this date, were not being acknowledged by the clerical usurper 
Christopher Prine. 
11 Here again, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied referred to “Exhibit 
#4”) which he had attached. 
12 Here, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied referred to “Exhibit #5”) 
which he had attached, being his “Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on Questions of 
Law...”...”which was never ‘answered’ by any of the parties or the judge. 
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have done as demonstrated by the time-stamped (5/12/15) ‘Notice of 
Appeal’ (see ‘Exhibit #6’) which was served on all other parties on 4/30/15 
and time-stamped as received by the trial court on 5/12/15. Notably, none 
of the parties has responded to my accompanying filing of ‘Request for 
Designation of Additional Item(s) to Be Included in the Official Court 
Record,’ and similarly, there has been no address of this ‘request’ by the 
lower (‘trial’) Court.F

13 
 

g) “Your (Chris Prine) letter dated May 21, 2015 does not  in any way 
address the ‘Notice of Inaccuracies in the Trial Court ‘Docketing’ Record 
in Need to Correct the Dates of ‘Filing’ and Document Captions” F

14 
 

h) “Your (Chris Prine) letter dated May 21, 2015 does not in any way address 
the actual number of ‘Defendants’ that were actually named early on in 
this case as ‘Defendants’ being: 1) Michael Merritt; 2) Jannette Smith; 3) 
Wynde Merritt; 4) Robin Apostolakis; and, 5) David Munson” F

15 
 

i) “Because the TRAP instructed me to report to the Court of Appeals what 
trial court records were ‘electronically recorded,’ I began that address on 
p.7 of the ‘Affidavit of Indigence and Statement of...’ (the cover page 
which can be found as the attached ‘Exhibit #1’) F

16 
 
Importantly, Christopher Prine followed Mr. Schied’s directive to 

provide him with a time-stamped copy of the above-referenced “6-page Letter 

dated 6/5/15 to Christopher Prine”, which can be found on the Internet, along 

                                                            
13 Here, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied referred to “Exhibit #6”  
and “Exhibit #7” which he had attached which were fully described within the 
additional text of p. 4 of this letter.  
14 Here again, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied referred to “Exhibit 
#7” which he had attached to the letter.  
15 Here, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied referred to “Exhibit #8”  
and “Exhibit #9” which he had attached which were fully described within the 
additional text of p. 5 of this letter. 
16 Here again, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied referred to “Exhibit 
#10” which he had attached to the letter. 
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with the referenced ten (10) “Exhibits of Evidence” presented to Prine at this 

time, as time-stamped 6/11/15. These documents can be found, as of the date 

of this writing, at the web address of:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmendApp
eal/Exhibits/Ex_I_Letr2Prine060515aboutNeedtoCorrectRecord+additems.pd
f 
and, 
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
104_060515_Letr2Prine+10Exhibits-KEYDOC.pdf 
 
5) FILED – On 6/7/15, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied submitted 

his formal “Docketing  Statement”  referencing the nature of the Appeal and the 

exact date filed. It also stipulated therein that there were multiple “judgments” 

that were being “appealed”, with one being “signed” and “multiple unsigned,” 

referring to those falling into the category of Rule 21.8 “Failure to Rule” being 

construed as a ruling against. Mr. Schied included a note specifying on page 1 

that further details are provided on the matter of unresolved previous motions, 

including a “Request for Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law” that were 

mailed on 4/30/15 and time-stamped 5/12/15 along with “others”.    

Notably, this formal “filing” documented on page 2 that there was 

“probably” the request for “extraordinary relief” because of the “intentional 

deprivation of rights under color of law”, and that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 
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David Schied was at that time “Request[ing] a grand jury investigation of [the] 

Harris County court system.”  

Additionally, the “type of case” being appealed was specified as being a 

“Cross-complaint and Joinder of added defendants” for which Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied was denied “access to the [summary] proceeding 

by phone” after delivering his “notice of hearing”; and that the “opposing attorney 

David Munson committed FRAUD on the court by claim that he ‘served’ [Mr. 

Schied] when he actually did not.” Finally, on page 3 of this “Docketing 

Statement”, Mr. Schied wrote that there were “[d]elayed filings by the clerk 

and disregard by [the] judge and opposing attorney of [the] Supreme Court’s 

mandate that plaintiff, as an indigent ‘pro se’ litigant [be] excused from E-

Filing” and that in doing so “enabled [an] unfair advantage of opposing 

counsel which was compounded [by] Judge Loyd Wright violating Texas laws 

and Rules of Civil Procedure to compound [the] destruction of Plaintiff’s due 

process rights and to constructively deny Plaintiff, domiciled in Michigan, access 

to the Court.” (Bold emphasis added) 

As a final note, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied added that 

the events as outlined in the above paragraph, “constitute[ed] reversible errors and 

undermined the integrity of the court and the entire judicial proceedings,” and 

there should therefore be “punitive or similar damages” awarded to Mr. Schied 
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because “dismissal of [the] case is the most severe form of punitive damages for 

the Plaintiff”. Also, Mr. Schied asserted the following on the last page of this 

formal “Docketing Statement” that “the court” clerk insisted must be 

completed by Mr. Schied for some reason: 

“Thousands of dollars in damages have now accrued due to the refusal of 
defendants to answer simple questions; due to defendants and their attorneys 
refusing to answer the Complaint, and subsequently the ‘Counter-complaint 
and/or cross-complaint and Joinder’ once the judge clarified at open hearing 
that he was construing the Complaint and 19 exhicits to be nothing more than a 
a simple filing of ‘opposition’ to Michael Ray Merritt’s ‘Application’ to probate 
case and for letters testimony. I am not asking for my time and costs to be 
provided in any future settlement or ruling.....The ‘language’ of the trial court 
judge consists of ‘granting’ a ‘motion’ that was NEVER ‘SERVED’ upon me, 
and ‘dismissing’ my documents filed 5 months prior without consideration for 
the ‘Joinder’ and Counter-Complaint that I subsequently filed to replace the 
‘Complaint’....Any ‘complexity’ [of the case is due] to the simple fact that 
defendants refused to answer ANYTHING I submitted [and] is due to the judge 
and opposing attorneys acting ‘in concert’ to deprive me of rights. 
 
Delayed filings by the clerk and gross disregard by the judge and opposing 
counsel of the Supreme Court’s mandate that plaintiff, as an indigent ‘pro se’ 
litigant, is excused from E-Filing, enabled an unfair tactical advantage of 
opposing counsel(s); which was compounded by Judge Loyd Wright violating 
Texas laws and Rules of Civil Procedure to completely destroy Plaintiff’s due 
process rights and to constructively deny Plaintiff, domiciled in Michigan, 
access to the Court. This constitutes reversible errors and undermined the 
integrity of the court and the entire judicial proceedings. Essentially, the judge 
‘processed’ this case based upon the initial paperwork I filed, which he claimed 
in open court hearing was nothing more than a filing in ‘opposition’ to an 
application by ONE defendant to administer my brother’s probate case. Then 
when I followed the Scheduling Order in Joinder and refilling AND SERVING 
an entirely new ‘Counter-Complaint’ based on the words of the judge at 
hearing, and then timely filed Interrogatories, the judge dismissed my FIRST 
FILING based on ‘no evidence’ and despite 19 Exhibits of Evidence in these 
filings.” 
 
The entirety of this formal “Docketing Statement” of the Texas 

Court of Appeals, also time-stamped as “filed” by the Texas COA 
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“clerk” Christopher Prine on 6/11/15, is posted on the Internet, as of the 

date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717
_WritofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis
/Page-107_060715DocketingStatement-filed061115.pdf 
 
6) FILED – On 6/12/15, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied submitted 

a Cover Letter addressed to Christopher Prine requesting time-stamped copies 

of the “cover page” for his “Brief on Appeal...” (i.e., his formal “appeal brief”) 

to the Texas Court of Appeals. The formal “Certificate of Service” and cover 

page for this “Brief on Appeal” were time-stamped on 6/15/15, which for all 

legal purposes was SUPPOSED to start the “clock ticking” on the co-

Defendants’ need to follow the Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure (“TRAP”) 

for responding to this “appellate brief” filing. These time-stamped cover 

pages for these very important documents – WHICH SERVE TO PROVE 

FURTHER A “CONSPIRACY TO FRAUD, RACKETEERING AND 

CORRUPTION” BETWEEN CHRISTOPHER PRINE AND RUSSELL 

LLOYD – are found on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourto
fAppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/DSchied
FilingofResponse&Exhibits/Exhibits/Ex_10_ProofAppealNoticed2BothCou
rtLevels.pdf 
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The entirety of the “appellate brief”, which was dated 6/12/15 (and again, 

received and time-stamped by the Texas COA “clerk” as “received” and “filed” on 

6/15/15 as shown above) can be found on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/061215_AppealofProbateRuling/CoverPage&Brief_
All.pdf H  
and with the time-stamped copy also found, as of the date of this writing, at: 
 
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
107_061215_EntireTime=StampBriefonAppeal.pdf 
 

Importantly, that “Brief on Appeal”, which was FRAUDULENTLY 

ADDRESSED BY THE TEXAS COA “PANEL” of so-called “justices” Russell 

Lloyd, Jane Bland and Harvey Brown, was captioned as follows: 

“Brief on Appeal of Harris County Probate Case With Evidence of Deprivation 
of Right to Due Process Under Color of Law, and Denial of Equal Treatment by 
Judge Loyd Wright of Litigant Without an Attorney” 
 

7) FRAUDULENTLY FILED “ORDER” BY “Judge” Russell Lloyd on 

6/23/15 – On 6/23/15, Russell Lloyd, while claiming in writing to be “acting 

individually”, constructed and digitally “signed” an “Order” that was prima 

facie fraudulent. It was, and remains, fraudulent because it bears the captioning 

of the case without the names of his fellow Texas BAR attorneys Apostolakis 

and Munson, both of whom were clearly named in every filing of the lower and 
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higher court by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied since January 

2015.  

The location on the Internet where Russell Loyd’s fraudulent “Order” can be 

found, as of the date of this writing, is at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmendApp
eal/Exhibits/Ex_E_Order062315_MAYfileamendbrief.pdf 
 

Moreover, as shall be seen, the Order of Russell Loyd – which appeared to 

innocently provide Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied with the 

OPTION of amending his “appellant brief” at a later time simply because the 

“court reporter’s” transcript of the “Emergency Hearing of 12/19/14” was not yet 

filed – provided Christopher Prine the impetus to claim later that Mr. 

Schied’s “amended brief” had been “ordered” to be due at a later date and 

giving the co-Defendants an added six months in which to take action, while 

barring Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied from winning his 

appeal by default because NONE of the named co-Defendants had filed a 

timely “response” to the “Appeal Brief” acknowledged by Lloyd in this 

“Order” as being “filed” on 6/15/15.  

Prine did this on or about 1/5/16 when he FRAUDULENTLY 

mischaracterized Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s “Response” 

to Defendant/attorney Robin Apostolakis’ “Motion to Dismiss” as Mr. 
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Schied’s “Amended Brief”, as Mr. Schied’s “Response to Motion to Dismiss...” 

was purportedly “filed” on 12/23/15. By that blatantly fraudulent action by 

Prine, being one that was NEVER RECTIFIED OR PROPERLY 

ADDRESSED by Russell Lloyd, Prine added more to an already fraudulent 

“Docketing Record” being maintained by the Texas COA “clerk’s” office, and 

ultimately prejudiced the COA “appeal” case against Mr. Schied by providing 

(again) the co-Defendants and Prine’s fellow BAR attorneys with preferential 

treatment and more than six (6) months in which to file their “Appellee’s 

[response] Brief” in response to the “Appellant Brief” that was actually 

otherwise formally registered and recognized as “filed” by Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied on 6/15/15.   

Note that the EVIDENCE OF PRINE’S CRIMINAL ACT, being a copy 

of the above “misrepresentation” of Mr. Schied’s actual filing on 12/23/15, is 

found on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmendApp
eal/Exhibits/Ex_C_PrineFraudNotice&DocketPages.pdf 
 

Importantly, Russell Lloyd did NOTHING to either address this 

prejudicial maneuvering by “clerk” Prine, nor did he do anything to rectify 

the damage done by Prine’s wonton actions, making Lloyd a complicit 

“accomplice” in this CRIMINAL deprivation of rights.   
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RUSSELL LLOYD’S DIRTY “ORDERS” AND “MEMORANDUM 
OPINIONS” WRITTEN ON HIS “INDIVIDUAL” BEHALF AND FOR “THE 
PANEL” OF HIS CRIMINAL CO-CONSPIRATORS BLAND AND BROWN 

FRAUDULENTLY “OMITTED” AND “WHITEWASHED” OVER THE 
CRIMINAL UNDERPINNINGS OF HIS TEXAS COHORTS TO USE 

“PROCEDURAL” ACTS TO “SUBSTANTIVELY” DEPRIVE 
GRIEVANT/CRIME VICTIM/CLAIMANT DAVID SCHIED OF HIS 

PROPER FIRST AMENDMENT “RIGHT TO REDRESS” BY BARRING 
“MEANINGFUL” ACCESS TO THE STATE COURT   

 
It was on 6/12/15 that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied wrote 

a cover letter and sent his “Certificate of Service” along with his “Brief on Appeal 

of Harris County Probate Case With Evidence of Deprivation of Right to Due 

Process Under Color of Law, and Denial of Equal Treatment by Judge Loyd 

Wright of Litigant Without an Attorney”. That cover letter, addressed to Prine, also 

followed a day behind Prine’s written “post card” notification to Mr. Schied 

indicating that Prine was tortuously refusing to honor Mr. Schied’s previous 

“Affidavit of Indigency...” as presented already above and in accordance with 

Texas Rules of Appellate Procedures.  

A copy of the cover-page of Mr. Schied’s cover letter dated 6/12/15, along 

with a copy of Mr. Schied’s “Brief on Appeal...” time-stamped by Prine and his 

agents on 6/15/15, as well as a copy of Prine’s malicious post card notice of 

tortuous disregard for Mr. Schied’s previous filing of “Affidavit of Indigency...”, 

are all posted on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
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ppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/DSchiedFiling
ofResponse&Exhibits/Exhibits/Ex_10_ProofAppealNoticed2BothCourtLevels.
pdf 
 

Then on 6/22/15, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied wrote a 

follow-up letter to Christopher Prine, memorializing again the content of the recent 

phone conversation that took place in which Prine had stated that Mr. Schied 

should place his request for a copy of the “clerk’s record” in writing, as it was 

supposed to have been sent to the Court of Appeals from the “clerk” Stan Stanart 

of the lower Probate Court No. 1. That letter, time-stamped as received and filed 

by Prine on 6/30/15, “noted that [Mr. Schied] ha[d] still not received any sort of 

reply back from [Prine’s] office that addresse[d] the content of [Mr. Schied’s] 

letter sent...as dated 6/5/15.” Therefore, Mr. Schied copied and re-pasted the 

contents of that earlier 6/5/15 letter and resent to “clerk” Prine, answering also to 

Prine’s stated doubt (in the phone conversation) that the numerous documents 

pertaining to Mr. Schied’s “Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on Questions of 

Law...” and other documents associated with Mr. Schied’s “Notice of Appeal...” 

were actually “in the record” of the lower Probate Court because they were 

purportedly not included in what the Texas Court of Appeals had received from the 

lower court.   

It was not until 7/6/15 until the “court reporter’s record” was filed with the 

Texas COA, fully three months after Loyd Wright’s fraudulent “Order” 
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maliciously and tortuously dismissing Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied’s original “Complaint and Brief...and Motion for Order to Show Cause...”, 

and grossly omitting any recognition whatsoever of ANYTHING else that had 

been placed into the lower “probate/trial” court record since the “Emergency 

Hearing on 12/19/14” including, significantly, Mr. Schied’s service to the Court 

and to the co-Defendants of his “Counter-Complaint.../ ‘Joinder Complaint’...” and 

his “discovery” documents of “Interrogatories”, “Requests for Documents,” and 

“Requests for Admissions”.  

 
Texas COA “Clerk” Prine Operated With Criminal Intent When He 

Deliberately Delayed Acting Upon Notice That Grievant/Crime 
Victim/Claimant David Schied Wanted to Memorialize the Events at the 

“Emergency Hearing on 12/19/14” by “Officiating” His Own Transcript of 
That Event, Or By Receiving the Lower Court’s Copy, Until 10 Months After 

the Probate Case Dismissal; And Then Using That Filing to Provide 
Prejudicial Favor And An Otherwise Unauthorized “Extension of Time” for 

the Co-Defendants to Complete Their “Appellee Brief(s)”  
  

The Evidence of the filing of the “reporter’s record” is twofold, being both 

a “post card notice” dated 7/6/15 sent through the mail by Prine, and by way of the 

transcript itself of the “Emergency Motion for Default Judgment and Declaratory 

Rulings Hearing” that was brought by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied as held on 12/19/14, which was time-stamped as received by the Texas 

COA “clerk” Prine on 7/6/15. NOTE: As shown by the cover letter from Prine to 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied dated nearly nine (9) months later, 
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both Prine and the lower Probate Court “clerk” Stan Stanart, and the court reporter 

herself, named as Donald Pylant, altogether withheld these “official” transcripts 

from Mr. Schied despite Mr. Schied’s numerous formal and informal requests as 

shown throughout the pages above, which he issued while supplanting that KEY 

EVIDENCE with his own authenticated transcripts of the event from the recording 

that he had made himself, as also posted at the online Internet links specified 

above.  

The “post card notice”, the time-stamped “Emergency Motion...” Transcript 

from Pylant, and the cover letter showing Prine finally releasing these transcripts 

to Mr. Schied full nine months after being released to Prine, are all located online, 

as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
114_070615EmergMotXscriptsRelease030216.pdfH  
 
and without the “post card notice” at:  
 
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041217_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/SupportDocs/121914_EmergHearingXscript-
OfficialbyCOAPrine.pdf 
 

As an added note to this unethical and malicious display of tortuous 

mishandling and persistent delay of service upon Mr. Schied’s numerous 

requests for the official transcripts of the lower court, is the FACT that, as 
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shown by the first page of the documents found at the link above, Christopher 

Prine once again used the opportunity to MISREPRESENT that 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had NOT otherwise already 

submitted his “Appellant Brief” and that it was therefore “due” within “30 

days” instead, again allowing the procedural “clock” to be extended, 

prejudicially in the favor of the co-Defendants, on the “due date” for their 

“Appellee Brief”.    (Bold emphasis) 

Thus, as a direct result of BOTH the lower and higher court “clerks” Stan 

Stanart and Christopher Prine withholding the court reporter transcript(s) and the 

so-called “judge” of the probate court and “justices” of the Texas COA altogether 

refusing to act upon previous notices and formal filings in “pleading” of correcting 

the lower court records, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied was once 

again compelled to formalize his “petition” and “motion” for such correction of a 

persistently “incorrect” record, so to properly recognize that co-Defendants/ 

Appellees David Munson and Robin Apostolakis had been added as “joinders” to 

the case with the January 2015 filing of “Counter-Complaint.../ ‘Joinder 

Complaint’...”, being also served with “discovery” documents of “Interrogatories”, 

“Requests for Documents,” and “Requests for Admissions” well before the posted 

deadline for “discovery” stipulated by Wright’s own “Docket Control Order”.  
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As these “pleadings” show, the “petition” included the “designation of 

additional item” of Mr. Schied’s own transcript of the “Emergency Hearing on 

12/19/14”, supported by his Affidavit of that transcript’s accuracy and truth, and 

the request that the higher court mandate corrections to the vague terminology used 

by the lower court “clerk” Stanart used for the captioning of Mr. Schied’s filings so 

as to conceal the true nature and the true dates of what Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied had all along been actually filing.   

The “Petition in Motion and Affidavit of Notice of Incorrect Record’ and 

Need to Correct by Addition of Names ‘David Munson’ and ‘Robin Apostolakis’ as 

Co-Appellees” can be found on the Internet, along with the “Certificate of Service” 

for this filing, as time-stamped by Texas COA on 8/10/15, as of the date of this 

writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
116_080515_Mot&AffidtoCorrectRecordsofProbateCrt.pdf 
 

The “Petition for ‘Designation of Additional Items’ and for Correcting 

Dates of ‘Filing’ and Document Captions” can be found on the Internet, along with 

the “Certificate of Service” for this filing, as time-stamped by Texas COA on 

8/10/15, as of the date of this writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
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ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
116_080515_Pet4DesignaAddItems&CorrectDates&Captions.pdfH  
 

   
While the Harris County Probate Court “clerk” Stan Stanart and Texas COA 
“clerk” Christopher Prine Continued to Employ Dereliction, Gross Negligence, 

Malfeasance, and Other “Stall” Strategies While Conspiring With BAR-
Member “Judge” (Wright) and “Justices” Lloyd to Provide Prejudicial Favor 

to the Co-Defendants/Appellees, Their Cohort, BAR Attorney Robin 
Apostolakis Operated Under Cover of Another Law Firm, Having Moved 

From Gaunte, Earl, and Binney, LLP to Martin, Earl & Stilwell, LLP 
 

On 9/20/15, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied notified the 

Texas COA “clerk” and all the named co-Appellees I the case that he was issuing a 

“Notice of Stay of Proceedings for 30 Days on Good Cause...” by filing such 

notice, as time-stamped by the Texas COA on 9/28/15, as captioned below: 

“Notice of Stay of Proceedings for 30 Days on Good Cause in Support of 
Nonprofit Endeavor to Bring Awareness to Critical Concerns Faced by Veterans 
and Others Battling Domestic and International Terrorism” 
 
The entire contents of the above-captioned “Notice of Stay of Proceedings...” 

is found on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
117_092015_NotStayProceedings092815.pdf 
 

About this time – between the time of the criminal conspiracy of crimes 

committed by Robin Apostolakis, David Munson, Stan Stanart, and Loyd Wright 

while Apostolakis was operating from the auspices of the Gaunte, Earl, & Binney, 

LLP law firm, and the time that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had 
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filed the above-referenced “Notice of Stay of Proceedings for 30 Days on Good 

Cause...”, Robin Apostolakis incorporated an entirely different set of attorneys to 

support her corrupt operation, setting up shop in yet another law firm of Martin, 

Earl & Stilwell, LLP where she has continued to operate since that time.  

The Evidence of this change of law firms, and the Evidence of the 

collaboration between each of these law firms in the overall CRIMINAL scheme 

of depriving Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied of his First 

Amendment “right to redress” and “meaningful access to the court(s)” is found in 

the designated links immediately below.  

First is the Evidence that the Gaunte, Earl, & Binney, LLP law firm was 

involved in the attempt to DEFRAUD Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied out of his “Estate” rights by claim, about the time that co-Defendant 

Jeannette Smith was pilfering the Estate of Michael Edward Schied with the first-

named “executor” and his wife, the co-Defendants Michael and Wynde Merritt, by 

claim that the Decedent’s “Will” was “invalid” and “unenforceable,” which created 

a “matter of fact” that ONLY A JURY COULD DECIDE. This Evidence is to be 

found on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/DSchiedFiling
ofResponse&Exhibits/Exhibits/Ex_2_LetrfromRobinAof091114.pdf 
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Second, in FACT, the Evidence shows that attorney Steven Earl was 

directly involved in this case from his office of the Gaunte, Earl, & Binney, 

LLP law firm all the way up until the date of 9/2/15 when Robin Apostolakis 

and he COMMITTED “FRAUD UPON THE COURT” against the Texas 

Court of Appeals by filing a “Certificate of Service” reflecting that the “Motion 

to Dismiss” written by Steven Earl and Robin Apostolakis was filed and 

“served” upon Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied by Earl and 

Apostolakis from Martin, Earl & Stilwell, LLP law offices, WITHOUT 

FILING ANY NOTICE in the Texas Court of Appeals reflecting the 

changeover of court “appearance” of Earl and Apostolakis from the Gaunte, 

Earl, & Binney, LLP law offices.  

As such, because there was no “appearance” or “change of appearance” 

formalized with the Texas Court of Appeals, no such “certified” mail was 

accepted by Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied. Thus, no actual 

“service” was made in accordance with the MISREPRESENTATIONS made 

on that “Certificate of Service” filed with the Court about the time that 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied otherwise had properly notified 

all parties – including co-Defendants Robin Apostolakis and Jeanette Schied 

at their last known addresses “of record” – and the Texas COA that he was 

staying proceedings for 30 days while he was out of state on a mission trip.  
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A copy of Earl’s and Apostolakis’ “Jeanette Smith’s and Robin Apostolakis’ 

Motion to Dismiss...” is found on the Internet, bearing the fraudulent “Certificate 

of Service” dated 9/2/15 and sent from the evasive “no appearance” law office of 

Martin, Earl & Stilwell, LLP, as of the date of this writing, as located at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/ApostolakisM
ot2Dismiss_090215.pdf 
 

Nevertheless, on 12/19/15, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied 

“filed” a timely response to the above-referenced “Jeanette Smith’s and Robin 

Apostolakis’ Motion to Dismiss...”, being time-stamped by Christopher Prine on 

12/23/15 showing that even by that date Mr. Schied had received no formal 

“appearance” reflecting Apostolakis at a new address and operating from an 

entirely different Martin, Earl & Stilwell, LLP law firm in the very same building, 

on the very same floor, at the previous Gaunte, Earl, & Binney, LLP law offices. 

Note that the “cover letter” to Christopher Prine, the “Certificate of Service”, 

the 17-page “Grievant David Schied’s ‘Response in Opposition and Denial to 

Jeanette Smith’s and Robin Apostolakis’ Motion to Dismiss...” and 25-page “Brief 

of Support...” of the same are all to be found on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
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ppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/DSchiedFiling
ofResponse&Exhibits/ 
 

The time-stamped cover pages for the above-referenced documents are also 

to be found posted on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
121_122315_Time-stampedCvrPgsforRespons2Mot2Dismiss.pdf 
 

 
Russell Lloyd, Jane Bland and Harvey Brown Followed Loyd Wright in 

CRIMINALLY Disregarding the Well-Established Legal Principles Set Forth 
in the “Memorandum of Law...in Support of Previously Filed ‘Interlocutory 

Appeal’ and ‘Appeal...with Questions of Law’” Filed by Grievant/Crime 
Victim/Claimant David Schied on 12/23/15  

 
Along with the above-referenced 17-page “Grievant David Schied’s 

‘Response in Opposition and Denial to Jeanette Smith’s and Robin Apostolakis’ 

Motion to Dismiss...” and 25-page “Brief of Support...” submitted to the Texas 

COA and to all of the co-Appellees as time-stamped by the Court on 12/23/15, was 

a 55-page “Memorandum of Law...in Support of Previously Filed ‘Interlocutory 

Appeal’ and ‘Appeal...with Questions of Law’” fully captioned below as follows: 

“Grievant David Schied’s ‘Memorandum of Law’ in Support of Grievant’s 
Previously Filed ‘Interlocutory Appeal’ and ‘Appeal’ With Questions of Law 
Pertaining to Whether Judicial ‘Legislation’ is Constitutional; and Whether 
Judicial Independence Authorizes ‘Bad’ Behavior; and Whether ‘Substantive’ 
Evidence of a ‘Pattern and Practice’ of Government Coercion Constitutes 
Treason and/or Domestic Terrorism” 
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The entirety of that 55-page Memorandum of Law...in Support of Previously 

Filed ‘Interlocutory Appeal’ and ‘Appeal...with Questions of Law’” is found on the 

Internet, as of the date of this writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/MyResp2Mot2Dismiss&BriefSupp&CrimeReport/Time-
StampedCOADownload&MyTime-
StampedCopies/MemorandumatLawonInterlocAppeal122315inDocket.pdf H  
 

Importantly, the “Questions Presented” in the above-referenced 

“Memorandum of Law...” are provided in the graphic pages excerpted below: 
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In consideration for the clearly erroneous FACT that Russell Lloyd’s 

“Memorandum Opinion” dated 7/12/16 FRAUDULENTLY asserts (p.13-14) that 

“[A]ppellant has not cited to any legal authorities that support his allegations...”,  

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied includes the following graphics 

showing the list of citations excerpted from the “Table of Authorities” that was 

included with that that 55-page Memorandum of Law...in Support of Previously 

Filed ‘Interlocutory Appeal’ and ‘Appeal...with Questions of Law’” found in its 

entirety at the link above on the Internet: 
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Importantly, the “Table of Contents” of that “Memorandum of Law...” 

pointed out that page 16 began an address of the FACT that Loyd Wright at the 

Probate Court had “cherry-picked” what facts and laws – and indeed, even which 

“filings” – he would use to “find” his way to a predetermined and prejudicial 

outcome for the case: 

   

While Russell Lloyd and his CRIMINAL “tribunal” of other judicial 

imposters of Jane Bland and Harvey Brown disregarded the above and published a 

blatantly FRAUDULENT “Judgment” and accompanying “Memorandum 

Opinion” on 7/12/16 that ignored all of the above, the Texas COA “clerk” 
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Christopher Prine was “officially” misconstruing the entirety of the above-

referenced 17-page “Grievant David Schied’s ‘Response in Opposition and Denial 

to Jeanette Smith’s and Robin Apostolakis’ Motion to Dismiss...” and 25-page 

“Brief of Support...” (to include the above-referenced 55-page Memorandum of 

Law...in Support of Previously Filed ‘Interlocutory Appeal’ and ‘Appeal...with 

Questions of Law’”), which was submitted to the Texas COA and to all of the co-

Appellees as time-stamped by the Court on 12/23/15, as an “Amended Brief”. 

Again, Prine did this FRAUDULENTLY on 1/5/16 so as to undermine 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s actual filing of “Brief on 

Appeal...” six months earlier, and so to bar Mr. Schied from automatically winning 

his appeal by default because NONE of the named co-Defendants had filed a 

timely “response” to the “Appeal Brief” acknowledged by Lloyd in this 

“Order” as being “filed” on 6/15/15.   (Bold emphasis added) 

See again, the Internet link that was highlighted above, as found posted with 

Christopher Prines BLATANT FRAUD in the “post card notice” dated 1/5/16 at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmendApp
eal/Exhibits/Ex_C_PrineFraudNotice&DocketPages.pdf 
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By 1/19/16, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied Had Determined 
That He Had Enough Evidence Against the Lower and Higher Court “Clerks” 

and “Judges”, Including an Authentic and True Transcript of a Recorded 
Phone Conversation With Christopher Prine, and Clear Evidence That the 

Co-Appellees Had Waived Their Filing of an “Appellee Brief” 
 

On 12/23/15 when Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied filed all 

of the documents cited above, he also filed with the Texas Court of Appeals a 

“Crime Report” captioned “Statements in Report of State and Federal Crimes,” 

which was also time-stamped by Christopher Prine on 12/23/15. That time-

stamped document, showing clear notice of felony crimes and constitutional 

violations having been committed, is found on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
127_121815_CRIMEREPORT-time-stamp122315.pdf 
 

Moreover, many of the documents supporting that Crime Report, as 

submitted along with Mr. Schied’s are also to be found, as of the date of this 

writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/MyResp2Mot2Dismiss&BriefSupp&CrimeReport/ 
 

Again, this Crime Report was also submitted to the Harris County 

prosecutor, to the Texas Attorney General, to Texas and Michigan and 
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Washington, D.C. FBI agents, and to U.S. Marshals and others on 12/21/15, as 

shown by a previously-referenced link to the Internet at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/MyResp2Mot2Dismiss&BriefSupp&CrimeReport/CrimeRep
orttoTX&USLawEnforcers.pdf 
and at: 
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/MyResp2Mot2Dismiss&BriefSupp&CrimeReport/Formal%
20Crime%20Reports%20to%20State%20and%20Federal%20law%20enforc
ement%20agencies.pdf 
 

Subsequently, nearly a month later – on 1/19/16 – when no action had yet 

been taken upon that Crime Report by either state or federal officials of either the 

executive or judicial branches of so-called “government,” Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied served the Texas Court of Appeals and all co-

Appellees with the following list of documents as cited by the “Certificate of 

Service” time-stamped by Christopher Prine on 1/21/16: 

1) “Interested Party Appellant/Principal Co-Heir David Schied’s ‘Ex-Parte ‘Writ 
of Error’ and ‘Motion to Remove Clerk(s) (§ 51.203)’ and ‘Motion to Correct 
the Record’ Against Texas Court of Appeals Clerk Christopher Prine’s and 
Harris County Clerk Stan Stanart’s Gross Violations of Oath & Bond in 
Deliberate Maintaining Erroneous Court Records in Violation of Texas 
Government Code 51.204 and TRAP 34.5”; 

2) “Motion to Grant Appeal by Default on Appellee’s Failure to Timely File Brief 
in Response to Appeal”; 

3) “Grievant’s ‘Mandamus for Bond Surrender; for Victims’ Relief Under 18 
U.S.C. § 3771 and 18 U.S.C. § 4; and for Other Declaratory Relief’ by way of 
‘Errors & Omissions,’ Malfeasance, and Other ‘Risk Management’ Insurance 
Coverage Information”;  
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4) “Transcript of Recorded Phone Conversation Between Appellant David Schied 
and State of Texas’ First Court of Appeals Clerk Christopher Prine on 
12/1/15”;  

5) “Certificate of Service” 
 

The time-stamped pages for the above-referenced documents, except for the 

“Transcript of Recorded Conversation...” which Christopher Prine refused to time-

stamp and so returned to Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied without 

that requested time-stamp, is found on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/041717_Writ
ofErrorCoramNobis/AllReferencedDocsinWritErrorCoramNobis/Page-
129_011916_DocsFiledinCOAtime-stamp012116.pdfH  
and at: 
Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmendApp
eal/TimeStampedDocs/Time-stamped012116.pdf H  
 

The location on the Internet where all of the documents can be found, 

including the entirety of the “Ex-Parte ‘Writ of Error’ and ‘Motion to Remove 

Clerk(s)...and Grievant’s ‘Mandamus for Bond Surrender...”, along with all of the 

referenced Evidence is found on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmendApp
eal/ 
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The entirety of the primary document, the “Ex-Parte ‘Writ of Error’ and 

‘Motion to Remove Clerk(s)...and Grievant’s ‘Mandamus for Bond Surrender...” is 

found on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmendApp
eal/011916_WritofErroronClerk&Mot2Remove&Madamus4Relief.pdf 
 

Importantly, the above-referenced “Ex-Parte ‘Writ of Error’ and ‘Motion to 

Remove Clerk(s)...and Grievant’s ‘Mandamus for Bond Surrender...” presented the 

entirety of the above-cited “Transcript of Recorded Phone Conversation Between 

Appellant David Schied and State of Texas’ First Court of Appeals Clerk 

Christopher Prine on 12/1/15” in the context of also summarizing all of the 

TORTUOUSLY ROTTEN events that had occurred since Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied had initiated his “Interlocutory Appeal...” at the 

lower court, and his “Notice of Appeal” and subsequent “Brief in Support of 

Appeal...” in the higher court over six (6) months prior.  

As a matter of significant FACT this “Ex-Parte ‘Writ of Error’ and ‘Motion 

to Remove Clerk(s)...and Grievant’s ‘Mandamus for Bond Surrender...” supported 

the basis for Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied’s “Motion to Grant 

Appeal by Default...” by pointing out “...Appellee’s Failure to Timely File Brief in 

Response to Appeal”. Moreover, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied 

supported his “Mandamus for Bond Surrender; for Victims’ Relief Under 18 
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U.S.C. § 3771 and 18 U.S.C. § 4; and for Other Declaratory Relief’...” with 

supporting “Crime Report(s)”, with “Sworn and Notarized Affidavits...” and with 

true and accurate transcripts of a sample audio-recorded phone conversation with 

Christopher Prine revealing the basis for Mr. Schied “mandating” that he be 

provided with “Bond Surrender; for Victims’ Relief Under 18 U.S.C. § 3771 and 

18 U.S.C. § 4; and for Other Declaratory Relief’ by way of ‘Errors & Omissions,’ 

Malfeasance, and Other ‘Risk Management’ Insurance Coverage Information”.  

Note that the entirety of the “Transcript of Recorded Phone Conversation 

Between Appellant David Schied and State of Texas’ First Court of Appeals Clerk 

Christopher Prine on 12/1/15” is located on the Internet, as of the date of this 

writing, at: 

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/051215_TexC
ourtofAppeals4District1/011716_WritErrorClerkFraudonClaimofAmendApp
eal/Exhibits/Ex_D_TranscriptofPhone120115callwithPrine_all.pdf 
 

Note also that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied 

authenticated the above-referenced “Transcript of Recorded Phone 

Converation...Prine on 12/1/15” with a sworn and notarized “Affidavit of Truth 

Authenticating Accuracy of Audio Transcript, Crime Report, and Other 

Documents Proving ‘Domestic Terrorism’ Being Carried Out Throughout the 

Court System Operating in the State of Texas” as found on the Internet along 
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with yet another full copy of the above-referenced “Transcript of Recorded 

Phone Converation...Prine on 12/1/15”, as of the date of this writing, at:  

Hhttp://cases.michigan.constitutionalgov.us/david-
schied/2014_SchiedvMerrittProbate+TexasCriminalAllegations/TexCourtofA
ppeals4District1/Mot2DismissAppellees/AppelleesMot2Dismiss/DSchiedFiling
ofResponse&Exhibits/Exhibits/Ex_13_Affidavit&TranscriptofPrineConvers1
20115.pdf 
     (Bold emphasis) 
 
 
THE MANNER IN WHICH ALL OF THE NAMED CO-APPELLEES, THE 
NAMED LOWER COURT “CLERK” AND “JUDGE” AND THE NAMED 
HIGHER COURT “CLERK” AND “JUSTICES” WHITEWASHED OVER 

ALL OF THE ABOVE-DEPICTED STATE AND FEDERAL CRIMES AND 
CONSTITUTIONAL TORTS AND COMMON LAW TRESPASSES 

DEMONSTRATES “DOMESTIC TERRORISM” BY COERCION OF THE 
OTHERWISE FREE “POPULATION” AND CONSTITUTIONAL INTENT 

OF “THE PEOPLE’S” GOVERNMENT STRUCTURES    
 

The above filings, submitted to the Texas Court of Appeals on TWO 

separate occasions (on 12/19/15 and again on 1/21/16) are clearly marked as 

“Exhibits of Evidence” in the time-stamped “Certificate(s) of Service” filings 

containing these filings. The FACT that NOBODY responded to these sworn 

and notarized “official” notices of crimes and authentication of documents, 

especially within the context of the “Memorandum of Law...” focusing upon 

the mandate that substantive criminal allegations MUST be acted upon rather 

than procedurally dismissed, demonstrates the underlying premise that the 

government “usurpers” presenting themselves publicly as “clerks,” “judges,” 

and “justices,” are in fact, DOMESTIC TERRORISTS operating by force and 
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coercion against David Schied as one of the “population”, and against the 

Supremacy of the U.S. Constitution, the Texas state laws and United States 

Codes, and even against the numerously cited “court rules”, including but not 

limited to the Harris County Local Rules of District Courts Concerning the 

Electronic Filing of Court Documents.  (Bold emphasis) 

On 9/26/16, “clerk of the court” Christopher Prine sent the following 

“postcard notice” indicating that one or more “justices” of the Texas court system 

issued a “mandate” that “all exhibits on file with the court” pertaining to the case 

“No. 01-15-00466-CV” FRAUDULENTLY cited as “David Schied v. Michael Ray 

Merritt” “...will be destroyed” three years from 9/26/16. Additionally, this notice 

states, “we are also notifying the trial court clerk that we will destroy all records 

filed in respect to this case with the one exception of indexes, original opinions, 

minutes and general court dockets”.   
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The following, as well as the above, is therefore constructed to memorialize 

the exact content of those documents of “Evidence of Domestic Terrorism” that are 

henceforth being targeted for destruction by the terrorists themselves who have 

usurped legitimate government offices to benefit themselves, their cronies and 

cohorts, and their peer members of the State BAR of Texas.  

 
As Demonstrated by the Evidence Above, the Various Assertions by Russell 
Lloyd, on Behalf of Himself and His Fellow Judicial Usurpers of the Texas 

COA “Panel” Constitute TREASON by FRAUD 
 

    For obvious reasons already explained above as supported by Evidence, 

the following statements will remain “concise statements of FACTS...’upon which 

relief can’ and will ‘be granted’ somehow.” As such, what is provided both above 

and below substantiate “Claims in Commerce” against the named co-Appellees and 

“the Accused” criminal perpetrators listed in the opening pages of this instant “Writ 

of Error Coram Nobis”.  

In short:  

1) On page 2 of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum Opinion” FRAUD BY OMISSIONS 

was perpetrated in the “Background” section of this “official” ruling by the 

FACT that the document covered nothing about either the initial claims about 

events that transpired between Jeanette Smith, Michael Merritt, and Wynde 

Merritt in ransacking the Estate of Michael Edward Schied and distributing 

those assets PRIOR TO Merritt filing his “Application to Probate Will and for 
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Letters Testimony” as depicted in Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied’s original filing in 2014 of “Complaint and Brief...and ‘Motion for 

Order to Show Cause...”  

2) On page 2 of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum Opinion” FRAUD BY OMISSIONS 

was perpetrated in the “Background” section of this “official” by the FACT that 

the purported history depicted by the writing of Russell Lloyd is devoid of the 

actual history of documents that were actually recorded as “filed” into the lower 

“Probate Court No. 1” and the conditions under which Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied filed those documents, including an entirely new 

“Counter-Complaint.../ ‘Joinder Complaint’...” to replace his original filing, 

and follow-up “Interrogatories,” “Requests for Documents,” “Requests for 

Admissions,” and ultimately, his “Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on Questions 

of Law Pertaining to Actions of Harris County Probate Court Judge Loyd 

Wright and his ‘Agents’ Against Interested Party Plaintiff/Co-Heir David 

Schied in Diversity Case With Evidence of Denial of Court Access and the 

Appearance of Prejudicial Bias and Due Process Violations Against ‘Pauperis’ 

Litigant Without Attorney”. 

3) Of significant mention, on page 2 of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum Opinion” 

FRAUD BY OMISSIONS was perpetrated in the “Background” section of this 

“official” document by the FACT that no mention whatsoever was made about 
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Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied filing his original 

“Complaint...” and all subsequent documents, each with a “Motion for Waiver 

of Fees and Costs...” because he was filing as a “pauper” from out of state in 

Michigan. 

4) On page 2 and 3 of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum Opinion” FRAUD BY 

OMISSIONS was perpetrated in the “Background” section of this “official” by 

the FACT that no acknowledgement whatsoever was made for the FACT that 

throughout the lower case proceedings, and particularly “on the record” at the 

“Emergency Hearing on 12/19/14”, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied had been reasserting that:  

a) the lower court “clerk” Stan Stanart was providing preferential treatment to 

the co-Defendant(s) by persistently delaying the registered “filing” of Mr. 

Schied’s documents for over a week once they were shown to have actually 

been mailed out and “served”;  

b) the co-Defendants Merritt and attorney Munson were repeatedly taking 

unfair advantage of the “electronic filing” process while acting in intentional 

VIOLATION of the Harris County Local Rules of District Courts 

Concerning the Electronic Filing of Court Documents which otherwise 

maintained that “Documents may be electronically served upon a party 

ONLY where that party has agreed, in writing to receive electronic service 
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in that case;” and which also maintain, “The agreement must be filed with 

the court and the form must be served on all other parties.” 

c) “Judge” Wright acknowledged “on the record” that Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied was asserting his right to be served in 

accordance with the terms set forth by the Harris County Local Rules of 

District Courts Concerning the Electronic Filing of Court Documents but 

disregarded that in favor of congratulating his comrade, fellow BAR 

attorney Munson, for his having utilized such an advantage on behalf of his 

client. 

5) On page 2 and 3 of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum Opinion” OUTRIGHT FRAUD 

IN FACT, AND PERJURY was perpetrated in the “Background” section of this 

“official” publication by the FACT that “Appellant did not file a response to the 

[Defendants’] motion [for no-evidence summary judgment]”, despite all of the 

Evidence that, having never been actually “served” with that specific “motion” 

that prior to that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had filed his 

“Motion for Default Summary Judgment...” and “Motion for Order to Show 

Cause and to Compel Documents...” and a “Motion for Declaratory Ruling on 

the Degree of Legitimacy of Actions Taken in Effort to Construct ‘Joinder’ of 

Other named ‘Co-Defendants’...”, even setting a hearing date and sending out a 

“Notice of Hearing” PRIOR TO the scheduling of a “no evidence” hearing, and 
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was subsequently DENIED access to the Probate Court on that hearing by 

“judge” Wright who refused to once again allow Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied to attend that hearing via telephone from out of 

state as a “pauper” unable to pay the high cost for the travel to Texas to attend 

the hearing on his own “Motion for Default Summary Judgment...” and “Motion 

for Order to Show Cause and to Compel Documents...” and a “Motion for 

Declaratory Ruling on the Degree of Legitimacy of Actions Taken in Effort to 

Construct ‘Joinder’ of Other named ‘Co-Defendants’...”.  

Moreover, the statement of the 7/12/16 “Memorandum Opinion” also 

GROSSLY OMITTED the FACT that following the finding out that about the 

time of the filing of the “no evidence” motion Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied had also filed a “response” to the Court by way of the above-

referenced “Motion for Interlocutory Appeal on Questions of Law...” which 

were also disregarded by the Texas COA “panel” despite being referenced in 

the “Docketing Statement” on appeal in the higher court. This is despite the 

FRAUDULENT claim by Lloyd’s “Memorandum Opinion” stating that “[t]he 

record reflects that appellant did not file a motion for new trial or request any 

post judgment relief from the train court.”  

6) On page 3 of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum Opinion” GROSS 

MISREPRESENTATION OF FACT was perpetrated in the “Background” 
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section of this “official” publication by the so-called “panel” endorsing Lloyd’s 

implying that, as a matter of fact, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied’s “filings” were not “clear and concise” or not written in accordance 

with the court “rules” when that certainly is not the case. 

7) The GROSS MISREPRESENTATION OF MATERIAL FACTS continued on 

page 5 of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum Opinion”, implying that Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied had not raised similar “arguments” in his lower 

court briefs that he raised in the higher court. Yet again, GROSS OMISSIONS 

OF FACTS pertaining to all of the issues presented appear to preclude any 

legitimacy in such a claim. As this “Memorandum Opinion” was written, it is 

not even certain what the actual “brief” being fraudulently being discussed in 

that document really was. Clearly, the lower Probate Court “judge” disregarded 

all of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied filings from the beginning 

of 2015 as non-existent. In “pattern and practice” that Texas COA “justices” 

did the same, not revealing exactly which “brief” upon which they were 

adjudicating, whether it was the first or the second “Interlocutory Appeal,” 

whether it was the “Brief on Appeal,” or whether it was the mischaracterized 

“Response to [Smith’s and Apostolakis’] Motion to Dismissed” renamed by the 

criminal, Christopher Prine, as an “Amended Brief.”   
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8) On page 2 of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum Opinion” FRAUD BY OMISSIONS 

was perpetrated again in the “Parties” section of this “official” document by the 

FACT that the COA “panel” appeared to dwell on the idea that “the appellate 

record does not reflect that any of [the named co-Defendants added in 

“joinder” at the beginning of 2015] were properly served...” while continually 

disregarding the FACTS that:  

a) The transcripts of the “Emergency Hearing on 12/19/14” clearly show that 

Loyd Wright had made clear that all that was important to him was that the 

parties be simply notified of their involvement and know about the 

allegations; 

b) From the near the beginning of the case and underscored at the “Emergency 

Hearing on 12/19/14”, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had 

repeatedly established matters of FACT that neither the Probate Court nor 

the attorney David Munson were “properly serving” Mr. Schied, and that, in 

FACT, the “appellate record” as well as the “lower court record” were both 

“grossly incorrect” in what they “reflected”.  

c) At the appellate level, Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had 

submitted his “Grievant David Schied’s ‘Memorandum of Law’ in Support 

of Grievant’s Previously Filed ‘Interlocutory Appeal’ and ‘Appeal’ With 

Questions of Law Pertaining to Whether Judicial ‘Legislation’ is 
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Constitutional; and Whether Judicial Independence Authorizes ‘Bad’ 

Behavior; and Whether ‘Substantive’ Evidence of a ‘Pattern and Practice’ 

of Government Coercion Constitutes Treason and/or Domestic Terrorism” 

which addressed the unlawful “pattern and practice” of using “procedure” 

to undermine and dismiss “substance”, such as what was done by Russell 

Lloyd and his fellow “panelists” with this “Memorandum Opinion of 

7/12/16”.   

9) Another prime example of the Texas COA judicial usurpers CRIMINALLY 

using “procedure” over “substance” and dismissing such substance “under 

color of law [and procedure]” is found on page 7 of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum 

Opinion” as Lloyd wrote, “[Apostolakis] does not appear in a case by 

corresponding with one of the parties involved in the matter, or by being 

present in the courtroom during proceedings,” while refusing to acknowledge 

the significance of that “correspondence” claiming, on co-Heir Jannette Smith’s 

behalf that the Will is “invalid” and “unenforceable”, and that such presence 

was not merely “in the courtroom” but for the purpose of being “at that 

proceedings in the accompaniment of her client Jannette Smith with interest in 

that particular case”. Again, covering up and/or GROSSLY OMITTING these 

significant FACTS constitute “fraud by omissions” and thus, invalidates and 

VACATES this written “opinion” and its accompanying fraudulent “judgment”.   
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10) On pages 8-9, Lloyd again uses a combination of “procedure over 

substance” with GROSS OMISSIONS and/or MISREPRESENTATIONS OF 

MATERIAL FACTS when claiming that  Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied’s “additional arguments not identified in [the 7/12/16 

“Memorandum] opinion were inadequately briefed and preserved nothing for 

review” as they pertained to “the actions of the trial judge, court coordinator, 

county clerk, and/or other parties depriv[ing] him of due process; and the trial 

judge, court coordinator, county clerk, and/or other parties violat[ing] canons 

of the Code of Judicial Conduct, the local rules, and/or  rules of procedure.” 

Simply stating that all of the Evidence submitted throughout this “Writ of Error 

Coram Nobis” was “inadequately briefed” without supporting such a claim is 

simply unacceptable, giving reason for this instant filing of “Writ of Error...” 

based upon constructive and other forms of FRAUD by the higher court’s 

judicial usurpers.  

11) On pages 9-10, Lloyd FRAUDULENTLY claimed that Grievant/Crime 

Victim/Claimant David Schied had known “of the hearing date” for the 

summary judgment hearing, so as to effectively nullify Mr. Schied’s (repeated) 

claim(s) of not being “served” with the “no evidence” summary disposition 

motion of Munson, while GROSSLY OMITTING THE MATERIAL FACT 

that “the hearing date” known by Mr. Schied was the very one that he had 
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scheduled for his “Motion for Default Summary Judgment...” and “Motion for 

Order to Show Cause and to Compel Documents...” and a “Motion for 

Declaratory Ruling on the Degree of Legitimacy of Actions Taken in Effort to 

Construct ‘Joinder’ of Other named ‘Co-Defendants’...” , and NOT the “no 

evidence” hearing. In FACT, there NEVER WAS EVIDENCE that a hearing 

was ever held at all on the “no evidence motion” of Munson since ALL 

transcripts and ALL lower court records were repeatedly requested by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied and nothing was ever produced 

to prove such a hearing ever took place. Meanwhile, as shown above, Mr. 

Schied was DENIED ACCESS TO THE COURT by the judge’s refusal to 

provide him with another means of “appearance” by phone at the “Motion for 

Default Summary Judgment...” and “Motion for Order to Show Cause and to 

Compel Documents...” hearing he had schedule, as was done previously for the 

“Emergency Hearing on 12/19/14” hearing.   

12) On page 11 of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum Opinion” OUTRIGHT FRAUD IN 

FACT, AND PERJURY was perpetrated in the “Background” section of this 

“official” publication by the FACT that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David 

Schied had not shown that he had filed anything to “preserve the complaint” in 

the lower court that the “trial court’s decision on summary judgment motion 

was premature” or that he did not file an “affidavit explaining the need for 
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further discovery or a verified motion for continuance.” Such a claim blatantly 

ignores the numerous “Affidavit(s) of Truth” that were inherently filed along 

with numerous of the above-referenced filings as found in “the record” 

referenced above as publicly posted on the Internet. These “filings” include the 

TWO “Interlocutory Appeals” that were filed in the lower court, as well as the 

numerous other “filings” and “affidavits” that are referenced throughout this 

“Writ of Error Coram Nobis” and not needed to be repeated in mention again in 

this paragraph.     

13) On page 12 of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum Opinion” Lloyd and his cohorts 

commit OUTRIGHT FRAUD IN FACT, AND PERJURY along with 

CONSTRUCTIVE FRAUD BY GROSS OMISSIONS when again disregarding 

the FACT that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied had repeatedly 

claim NOT to have been EVER “served” with the “no evidence” motion, while 

claiming both that Mr. Schied never “responded” to that motion, and that “[Mr. 

Schied] did not file a response....directing the trial court to [his] exhibits. 

Because appellate failed to file any response to Merritt’s motin, appellant did 

not meet his burden of proof on this issue, and, therefore, the trial court did not 

err in granting summary judgment in Merritt’s favor....We overrule appellant’s 

challenge to the trial court’s granting of Merritt’s no-evidence summary 

judgment motion.”  
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14) Throughout the remainder of the 7/2/16 “Memorandum Opinion” Lloyd and 

his cohorts TREASONOUSLY piled the FRAUD ever higher and deeper as 

they went on to falsely claim the following, which are proven false by the 

Evidence referenced throughout this instant “Writ of Error Coram Nobis”: 

a) That “the record” does not reflect that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied “ever argued to the trial court that he was deprived of his 

right to equal protection or equal treatment” and that “even if [Mr. Schied] 

had raised such arguments to the trial court, appellant has not cited to any 

legal authority that supports his allegations...” Not only are these 

statements OUTRIGHT FRAUD as proven by the transcripts of the 

“Emergency Hearing of 12/19/14”, but also by all of the subsequent 

filings of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied throughout the 

lower and higher courts. (Bold emphasis) 

b) That “the trial court granted summary judgment in Merritt’s favor based on 

appellant’s failure to present any evidence supporting his claim” and 

“because appellant’s brief does not contain a clear and concise due process 

argument, with appropriate citations to supporting legal authority and the 

record, appellant has not preserved any of his due process arguments for 

[appellate] review.”  
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c) That despite referencing the Harris County Local Rules of District Courts 

Concerning the Electronic Filing of Court Documents in making his 

argument for not being properly served with documents at the lower “trial” 

court, that because Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied “did not 

cite to any legal authority holding that the violation of any of these rules 

constitutes reversible error” – despite that Mr. Schied had filed a “Request 

for Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law” that remained completely 

ignored and unanswered by “the court”, and Mr. Schied had similarly called 

out as FACT that these actions by the lower court judge did indeed 

constitute “reversible error(s).”   

d) That “appellant cannot [expect to] prevail on appeal merely because the 

appellee does not file a brief”, despite [the OMITTED FACT] that the 

appellees indeed never not only submitted “appellee brief(s)” but also 

NEVER “answered” the allegations of Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant 

David Schied’s “original Complaint” and subsequent “Counter-

Complaint...” with anything of substance – not one shred of evidence – 

to address the original 19 “Exhibits of Evidence” submitted by 

Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied when initially filing his 

claims in the Probate Court. (Bold emphasis added) 
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DEMAND FOR COMMON LAW REMEDY AND CIVIL RELIEF BY 
“CLAIM IN DAMAGES” 

 
When the above-referenced case(s) started out in Probate Court No. 1, all 

that Grievant/Crime Victim/Claimant David Schied was asking was that the second 

named “executor” of the Estate of Michael Edward Schied be the second person 

named by the “Will,” and that his sister, Jannette Smith, turn over basic banking 

documents after she and co-Defendants Michael and Wynde Merritt had ransacked 

the home of “the Decedent” of all valuables, and otherwise prove the written claim 

of Robin Apostolakis on Smith’s behalf that the Will was factually and legally 

“invalid” and “unenforceable.”   

This case epitomizes the extent to which the State BAR of Texas members 

will go, as “judges” and “justices” to protect their fellow BAR members’ interests 

and lack of integrity when dealing with others in the legal forum, who are not BAR 

members, and who are otherwise acting in the Common Law, with the power of 

FACTS (not the power of BAR membership), and in accordance with the federal 

Constitution, deemed the “Supreme Law of the Land.” The documentation above, 

and indeed throughout the lower and higher court records as posted at the above-

referenced designated locations on the Internet, as of the date of this writing, is 

presented herein as an accounting “ledger,” being Evidence of the Damage Claims 

heretofore set forth as an “Accounts Receivable” and a “Lien” – “in Commerce” –  
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upon the real and movable property, malpractice insurance, errors and omissions 

insurance, terrorism insurance, and performance bonds of all of the following: 

a) All named co-Defendants/Appellees;  

b) The “clerk(s) of the court(s) as clerical usurpers of “the Peoples’” delegated 

duty, power and authority;  

c) The so-called “judges and justices” as judicial usurpers of “the Peoples’” 

fiduciary duty, power and authority”;  

d) The STATE OF TEXAS, the Texas Department of Public Safety, the Texas 

Office of the Attorney General, the TEXAS COURT OF APPEALS, Harris 

County, the Office of the Harris County Sheriff, the Office of the Harris 

County Prosecutor, Harris County Probate Court No. 1, Harris County 

Clerk’s Office, the law firm of Gaunte, Earl, and Binney, LLP, the law firm 

of Martin Earl & Stilwell, LLP, and the State BAR of Texas, along with 

those individually named in their private capacities as operating these 

entities “in commerce” as corrupt racketeering (“RICO”) enterprises in the 

private interest of protecting their “members” rather than as legitimate 

“government” entities;   

Accompanying this instant “Writ of Error Coram Nobis”, being also an 

“accounting ledger,” is yet another “Criminal Complaint,” being also a “Brief of 

Information,” a sworn and notarized “Affidavit of Obligation,” a “Constitutional 
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Citation,” and bringing forth “Claim(s) in Commerce for Damages” on what is 

described herein.   

The breakdown of accounting for the “Claim of Damages” is as follows for 

ALL of the named “counter-parties” as being charged both individually and 

collectively for all of the Constitutional violations listed for participating in and 

conspiring with the overall scheme of – minimally – the following list of felonious 

criminal offenses: 

1) 18 U.S.C. § 4 – “Misprision of Felony”; 

2) 18 U.S.C. § 2382 – “Misprision of Treason”; 

3) 18 U.S.C. § 242 – “Deprivation of Rights Under Color of Law”; 

4) 18 U.S.C. § 241 – “Conspiracy Against Rights”; 

5) 18 U.S.C. § 1341 – “Frauds and Swindles”; 

6) 18 U.S.C. § 1505 – “Obstruction of Proceedings Before Departments 

Agencies and Committees”; 

7) 18 U.S.C. § 1512 – “Tampering With a Witness, Victim or An Informant”; 

8) 18 U.S.C. § 1513 – “Retaliating Against a Witness, Victim or An Informant”; 

As shown in the accompanying documents, “the civil value of this 

Complaint/Claim for Damages is calculated as....the number of ‘counts’ at 

$10,000 times the number of total lien debtors”. Notably, there are exactly 100 

“counts” listed in the ledger valued at $1,000,000 owed per named debtor. There 
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are minimally listed by the “Criminal Complaint” as lien debtors, making a 

subtotal of $30,000,000 collectively owed by the counter-parties.  

Second, of the above, there are eleven (11) organizations and at least 

fourteen (14) individuals that are, by definition of 18 U.S.C. § 225, participating in 

a “continuing financial crimes enterprise” are calculated as follow: 

11 x (times) $20,000,000 = $ 220,000,000 

14 x (times) $10,000,000 = $ 140,000,000 

Thus, the TOTAL collectively owed by the named counter-parties is:  

$ 390,000,000. 

As such, the counter-parties commanded forthwith to pay the demand 

in the amount shown immediately above within 90 days, or otherwise prove, on 

a point-by-point basis by sworn and notarized Affidavit and addressing EACH of 

the referenced documents and sets of Evidence depicted above (as publicly 

available on the Internet), as upheld by common law practice, that the allegations, 

based upon the FACTS, are “invalid” or “unenforceable”, and not otherwise 

subject to a “default judgment.”  

 

 

 

 



AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH 

STATE OF MICHIGAN ) 
) 

COUNTY OF OAKLAND) 

I, David Schied, being the name "Affiant", declare that the above statements, 
as well as all referenced documents incorporated by reference and/or by attachment 
to this instant "Writ ofError Coram Nobis", are hereby submitted under penalty of 
perjury as truthful, accurate, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

If called to testifY at legitimate trial or grand jury proceedings, I will be able 
to reaffirm, verifY, and clarifY all of the above statements and accounting ledger 
contained herein in prosecution of the crimes about which I am reporting now and 
have been persistently reporting for this past full decade and a half since 2003 
when first discovering the conspiracy of crimes being committed against me by the 
STATE OF TEXAS, the Texas Department of Public Safety, the UNITED 
STATES, the Federal Bureau of Investigations, and the STATE OF MICHIGAN 
pertaining to fraudulent representations claimed by the STATE OF MICHIGAN 
about the STATE OF TEXAS' supposedly fraudulent issuances of both ''judicial'' 
and "executive" clemency in 1~79 and 1983 respectively, and more recently with 
regard to the criminal theft against my brother's "Last Will and Testament" and 
Estate between 2014 and the present. 

tztu... 
1 

Date:

Sworn to me this 19th day of Apri , 2017. 

-------'---.L----L....L----.L----'---'---

Notary Pu lic, Oakland County, Michigan acting in Oakland County, Michigan. 

My Commission expires: ql~{~ \.----_ 
KEl.SEY ANN W/J.J.IVANV~ 

NOTARY PUBLIC· MICHIGAN
 
OAKLAND COUNTY
 

MY CCJhM~ EXPIReS 00I'NJJft1
 
. ACTING IN cwa:ANoccurrr 
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